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Executive Summary
The 2009 Plan of Conservation and Development for the Town of
Greenwich seeks to encourage vibrancy and vitality in the Downtown.
The objectives of Action 4.1 through 4.3 are for guidance in promoting
economic vitality in the Downtown and the development of a masterplan
which addresses the overall streetscape, residential housing, pedestrian
safety, parking and traffic congestion, cultural activities, and the highest
and best use of its landmark buildings. Subsequently, the Downtown
Planning Committee (DPC) was created to discuss, debate, and ultimately
craft recommendations to the town. Through rigorous discussion and
review, the Committee defined the connotation of vibrancy into specific
and, more importantly, actionable recommendations.
Over the course of 21 months, the DPC gained input from town
departments, local stakeholders, and private enterprises, merchants,
Community Board representatives, related professionals and the other
POCD Committees. The Committee created a process for preparing the
final report that included the creation of individual recommendations, a
first vote for initial review, a period of discussion and revision, and a final
vote for approval and inclusion in this report.
The structured
recommendation process resulted in forty-six initial Recommendations
and thirty-four of them were passed by the Committee. They are
presented in this report.
Topics ranged from boundaries to safety to character-defining qualities
covering a wide dispersion of issues.
For this report, each
Recommendation is organized in the following broad classifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boundaries – the delineation of the Central Business District for
Zoning Purposes within the Greater Downtown area
Character – suggestions on aesthetics and design
Geographic Locations – specific thoughts on defined geographic
locations
Safety and Infrastructure – public infrastructure and safe-making
concepts
Buildings and Space – specific comments on town-owned buildings
Amenities – public amenities
Financial Related – a financial services district.

Each of the thirty-four Recommendations was further organized into
categories which offers framework for future planning and design:
HBS
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•
•
•
•
•

Design Recommendations - aesthetic improvements which create a
sense of unified place
Opportunity Recommendations – projects which take advantage of
opportunities or situations which normally do not occur with
regular frequency
Safe-making Recommendations – projects that enhance the
pedestrian experience
Dependent Recommendations – projects which require a
coordinated decision by town governing bodies to move forward
Usage Recommendations – suggestions that add to the
community’s experience in the public realm that make up the
Downtown

All of these recommendations are tethered together by the desire to
improve community life in the Downtown – its vitality and vibrancy.
Greenwich’s uniqueness stems from its topography and character-laden
main street, “the Avenue” with picturesque, tree-lined streetscape.
Dotted with a myriad of architectural styles and historical landmarks,
the rhythm of the street itself and its offerings invites both the resident
and the visitor to stay and stroll by providing dining, retail, culture and
recreation. And permeating all of our Recommendations is the focus on
the human element in the public realm -- our streets, our parks, and our
public space.
The committee succeeded in establishing a solid framework for The First
Selectman, the Planning & Zoning Commission, and the Board of
Estimate and Taxation. This group has the opportunity to take our
Recommendations, individually and/or collectively, and implement them.
There is an opportunity to 1) establish design standards in the
streetscape; 2) to encourage more Downtown residential, and 3) to
protect and beautify our public space. Combined with the efforts of the
other POCD Subcommittees, these Recommendations can be further
integrated with the assistance of professionals and funds.
Greenwich has the ability to shape its future by proactively defining its
stated goals more explicitly in actionable items and by setting specific
targets. As page ii of the POCD states “Changes in Greenwich must be
motivated by, and addressed to, our quality of life choices and not
motivation by chance or economic motivation.” The Recommendations
found herein support a holistic approach for the betterment of the
Community.

HBS
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Introduction
This report is a culmination of the efforts of the Downtown Planning
Committee which is a directive of the 2009 Plan of Conservation and
Development (the “2009 POCD”). It should be read in collaboration with
the 2009 POCD Report.
The Downtown Planning Committee (the DPC) was specifically charged
with discussing and defining the implementation of the Action Items 4.1,
4.2, and 4.3 as defined in the 2009 POCD. These Action Items are found
at the end of Section 1, Chapter 4, Downtown, Commercial Development
and Villages. Chapter 4, Downtown summarizes issues and topics which
the planning consultant, Planimetrics, came away with after 21 months
of consultation and report writing. The document gives little specific
direction as to how the town’s governing bodies should accomplish
various outstanding issues and specific goals.
It encourages the
formation of a follow-up Committee by the First Selectman.
The first section of Chapter 4, Downtown of the 2009 POCD document is
excerpted below as written. It discusses the background, issues and
unanswered questions that remained after its completion. The specific
Action Items are listed at the end on page 8 of this document. The goals
which are directly applicable to the Downtown are included later in the
document.

Excerpts of the 2009 Plan of Conservation and
Development –
“Chapter 4 - Downtown, Commercial Development and
Villages
Area contains valuable open
space and recreational facilities.

Preserve and Maintain the
Viability of Downtown

In
addition
to
retail
establishments,
community
facilities, such as the Senior
Center, Greenwich Arts Council,
the Bruce Museum and the movie
theater contribute to making this a
special place.

Downtown means different things
to different people, because it is a
place to live, shop, dine, recreate,
or do business. As the central
area of the community this
popular destination has increased
value for businesses that locate
here. The Town Hall Campus
HBS
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Greenwich's past vision for
Downtown, as described in earlier
Plans of Development, was to
provide localized goods and
services and prevent this area
from becoming a regional center.
Downtown is now a regional
employment and shopping center.
This occurred because:
•

•

There are divergent opinions
about what Downtown should
become. Downtown would benefit
from a comprehensive "visual
planning
process"
where
alternative scenarios are prepared
and evaluated. Such a process
could involve businesses, building
owners,
and
residents
of
Greenwich through a visual
preference
surveyor
other
technique where people provide
feedback on what type of
downtown
Greenwich
should
have.

The market-related forces of
demand for retail space
exceeded
the
space
available,
The attractive design and
aesthetic
value
of
a
walkable
and
historic
downtown and the status
of a Greenwich address.

At the present time, projects in
Downtown tend to be evaluated
on a site-by-site basis. Such a
process is heavily dependent on
the regulations we have rather
than the type of development we
want.
By
preparing
and
evaluating alternative scenarios
Greenwich can identify preferred
policies
and
discourage
incompatible activities.

However, there is a need to find
ways to protect neighborhoodoriented small businesses on
Greenwich
Avenue
and
to
encourage more housing in order
to create a vibrant residential
Downtown. Since 1998 about
800,000 square feet of additional
floor area has been added to
Downtown, a 36 percent increase.
Additional
build-out
potential
exists in Downtown of about
1,000,000 square feet. P&Z
should continue to analyze where
future construction is likely to
occur and what Downtown may
look like at full build-out.

This Plan recommends that the
First Selectman chair a Downtown
Planning Committee to develop a
consensus on the future of
Downtown
and
develop
a
Downtown Master Plan by 2011.
This committee should include
representatives from P&Z, RTM,
BET, DPW, and Town residents
from various parts of
the
community
especially
those
neighborhoods in District 1 which
are directly affected -as well as
business interests, and building
owners. It is critical that the
Committee membership reflect a
wide-range of opinions.

All of this development potential
leads
to
increased
traffic
congestion and parking issues
within
Downtown,
adjoining
residential areas and along the
Post Road.

HBS
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This Committee should hold public
meetings to also obtain comments
from the general public as they
develop the Master Plan. There
are differences of opinion in
defining the limits of what areas
should be included in Downtown.
It is recommended that this be a
major topic for the Downtown
Study.

•

The
Planning
and
Zoning
Commission retains the authority
to review any recommendations of
this Committee and will render a
final decision on what appropriate
changes are needed in the
Building Zone Regulations to
implement the final vision in the
Downtown Master Plan.

It is important that the boundaries
of the core of Downtown be
established to concentrate new
opportunities within a specific
area and to prevent commercial
sprawl and encroachments into
the
adjoining
residential
neighborhoods which must be
maintained.

There are three elements of
Downtown still being reviewed by
the various Town agencies:
• the Havemeyer Building,
• the Senior Center, and
• the Old Town Hall building.
There is general agreement that
the Board of Education needs
new
offices.
Studies
are
underway concerning the reuse of
the Havemeyer Building and
location of the Senior Center. An
important concern is whether to
relocate
these
facilities
in
Downtown.

Greenwich Avenue, along with
portions of the Post Road, Elm,
Lewis, Amogerone and Griggs
streets, Railroad Avenue and
Field Point Road are all included
in the National Register Historic
District. This also includes the
Municipal Design District of
several Town buildings.

In addition it is recommended that
Greenwich consider:
• adopting design guidelines
to maintain and enhance
the design, relationship and
compatibility of structures,
HBS

plantings, signs and other
objects in public view.
working with Downtown
property
owners
and
businesses to create a
Special Services District
(similar to the one in
Stamford, Connecticut) or
utilizing the National Trust
for Historic Preservation's
Main
Street
program.
Greenwich could charge
Downtown landlords and
business
owners
an
additional
tax
for
streetscape improvements,
street
cleaning,
snow
plowing, sidewalk cleaning
and special events.

The designs for new buildings
and exterior modifications to
existing structures are usually
reviewed for compatibility and
consistency with their historic and
Page 7
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architectural heritage by the
Architectural Review Committee
and
the
Historic
District
Commission.

ACTIONS
4.1 Continue to promote business,
social,
CIVIC
and
cultural
activities to maintain residential
and
economic
vitality
in
Downtown.

It is important that:
• the distinctive character,
landscape
and
historic
value of the area and
buildings be protected,
• the
conversion,
conservation
and
preservation of existing
buildings and sites be
encouraged, and
• any
new
development
occurs in a way that
protects and enhances the
character of buildings and
the streetscape.

HBS

4.2
Examine
the
build-out
potential to determine where
additional development may occur
and how to influence this growth.
4.3
A
Downtown
Study
Committee [also known as the
Downtown Planning Committee]
should be chaired by the First
Selectman with representatives
from
the
appropriate
Town
departments, P&Z, RTM, residents
and business owners to develop a
master plan for Downtown by
2011, based on future build-out
potential. It should address
parking,
traffic
congestion,
pedestrian
safety,
housing,
cultural activities, the highest and
best use of Town properties and
the possible creation of a Special
Services District. This Committee
will report to P&Z, the RTM and
BET and hearings will be held to
take input from the public.”
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Seven Goals That Tie Closely to Downtown
There are seven POCD Goals from the 10 Goals listed on page iii of the
POCD document that directly relate to the Downtown Area and the
directive of Chapter 4:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Point 2 – “Protect and enhance well-defined neighborhoods.”
Point 3 - “Protect and enhance overall community character”
Point 4 - “Encourage retail, residential, dining, cultural institutions,
light business centers and other businesses that provide a variety
and a quality of goods and services for our residents”.
Point 5 – “Protect and enhance water and land natural resources,
pervious surfaces, open space, parklands, recreational facilities,
and areas in an environmentally sensitive manner.”
Point 8 – “Strive for consistency with business, retail, recreational,
entertainment, and commercial activities.”
Point 9 – Develop and implement a Town-wide traffic plan that
emphasizes transport and access, rather than parking, to achieve a
living and working environment that is controlled and focused on
sustainability in terms of system design, environmental impact,
and energy-efficiency with the least amount of congestion.
Point 11 – “Remain sensitive to Historical and Cultural Preservation
and Keep Greenwich Green.”

At first glance these seven general statements appear simple and
straightforward. However, once the Committee members began to ask
each other how to accomplish such goals, different interpretations arose.
These goals meant something different to each person on the Committee.
Community character means a style of architecture to some; to others it
means “green” as in flowers, trees and grass. Some Committee members
call surface parking lots open space; others consider them a necessary
amenity, albeit not open space due to their imperviousness. Remaining
sensitive to historical and cultural preservation sounds simple enough,
but character has strong ties to one’s roots and one’s selective memory.
It also correlates to the length of time one has lived in the community,
whether they worked locally or not, their involvement in Town
government, whether they had children in the local schools and their
volunteer efforts. The broad mix of backgrounds among the members
and their strong opinions on the degree that regulations should be
adopted to place tight controls on development within the Downtown was
evident early on.

HBS
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Understanding the composition of the Committee and the stakeholders
which were represented is an important factor in reading the
recommendations and the related discussion points which follow.

Formation of the Committee
Following the adoption of the 2009 Plan of Conservation and
Development, the DPC was selected by the First Selectman and the Plan
Implementation Committee (PIC). Members were chosen with a focus on
garnering representation from various sectors of the community and
town governance. Representatives from District 1 (where the Downtown
is located), the abutting Districts including District 2 and District 7 as
well as important Town institutions such as the Greenwich Library and
the Bruce Museum were invited. In addition, interested community
members whose experience and background would bring important
perspectives to the Committee were also asked to participate. Town
administrators were asked to bring their expertise and experience. In all,
there were 26 appointed with 18 non-town employees on the committee
as noted below.
-- First Selectman
Peter Tesei

-- Town Related Institutions
Jane Marsh – Gr. Library
Peter Sutton – Bruce Museum

-- At-Large Committee Members 1
Lisa Baker
Donald Landsman
Heidi B. Smith, Chair

-- Town Non-profit Organizations
Mary Hull – GG&C

-- RTM Representation
Ellen Brennan-Galvin – Dist. 7
Suzanne Geiss-Robbins – Dist. 2
Carol Zarrilli – Dist. 1
-- Town Business Representation
Terry Betteridge
Marcia O’Kane - Chamber of
Commerce (Mary Ann Morrison
and Jeff Weber)
Jack Moffly

1

At Large Committee Members are not
currently associated with Town Related, and or
Town Boards or Commissions.

HBS

-- Town Commission/Board
Representation
Michael Bodson – BOE
Lori Jackson - COA
Richard Maitland – P&Z
Paul Marchese – P&Z
Leslie Tarkington - BET
-- Town Employees
Dustin Anderson - FSO
Allan Corry - Parking
Diane Fox – P&Z
Amy Siebert – DPW
Melissa Evans – DPW
James Michels – DPW
Captain Berry – GPD
Captain Kordick – GPD
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Board and Committee Representation were highly valued due to their
experience with the Town. Continuity of a specific stakeholder was
urged. Representation was delegated to specific organizations and thus
changes at the organizational level were felt at the Committee’s level.
The involvement of three representatives over the 21 months for the
Chamber of Commerce was evidence of this.
Similarly, the Board of
Education was not represented after its delegate decided not to seek
reelection. Over the course of 21 months and 46 meetings, the core
membership averaged approximately 13 committee members per
meeting. The attendance records and a summary chart can be found at
Appendices 1 and 2.
Various Sub-committees were established to address specific topics. The
Deliverable Process and Structure Committee set the overall Committee
process and its members were Donald Landsman, Leslie Tarkington,
Diane Fox and Dustin Anderson. The Boundaries Committee (aka
Defining Boundaries and Borders (DBB)) reviewed and established the
existing boundaries and zoning related Recommendations. Suzanne
Geiss-Robbins, Mary Ann Morrison, Leslie Tarkington, Carol Zarrilli and
Diane Fox were all members of this committee and met many times over
the year. Likewise, out of the Design and Aesthetics Subcommittee
(DAC) which included Ellen Brennan-Galvin, Mary Hull, Mary Ann
Morrison, Jane Marsh, Jack Moffly and Allan Corry, numerous
recommendations were originated.

Recommendation Voting Rights
In January 2011, the First Selectman, as Chair, gave a final decision on
who constituted the voting membership for the Recommendation
Process. The goal was to create a voting body which represented the
stakeholders in the community, but not include members who would be
involved in subsequent decision making on such topics at a later date.
Most notable was the decision that Department Heads who are Town
Employees would not be voting members. The thought process was that
the department heads and their representatives would have ample
opportunity to share their opinion and veto power at the next decisionmaking level. Additionally, not all of the department heads and their
representatives were Greenwich residents. The list of the 16 voting
members decided by the First Selectman is as follows:
-- First Selectman
Peter Tesei

HBS

-- At-Large Committee Members
Lisa Baker
Terry Betteridge
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Michael Bodson
Ellen Brennen-Galvin
Suzanne Geiss-Robbins
Mary Hull
Lori Jackson
Donald Landsman
Jane Marsh

Jack Moffly
Marcia O’Kane
Heidi B. Smith, Chair
Peter Sutton
Leslie Tarkington
Carol Zarrilli

This voting membership would become key as the Committee
implemented its process to create a deliverable to the First Selectmen.
The biographies of the Committee Members can be found at Appendix 3.
A summary chart of the Voting Record can be found at Appendix 4.

Committee Process & Procedure
Beginning in March 2010, the committee met on a regular basis. The 21
month period can best be described in two distinct segments: Phase I the learning and listening phase and Phase II - the Recommendation
phase. During the first nine months of Committee’s existence the group
spent most of its time listening to presentations by various individuals
and organizations representing a range of different perspectives.
Town Related – (department heads, commission chairs, town
employees)
Architectural Review Commission – Paul Pugliese
Department of Public Works – Amy Siebert, Melissa Evans,
James Michel
Historic District Commission – Fifi Sheridan
Planning & Zoning – Diane Fox, Katie Blankley, Dan Clark
RTM Land Use Committee – Peter Berg, Chair
Town Buildings - Alan Monelli
Tree Warden – Bruce Spamen
Sam Diebler – Commission on Aging
Dr. Sidney Freund – Board of Education
Private Enterprise – (merchants, business people, and informed
residents who presented before the Committee)
Bankers Financial Corp – Bob Coven
Beads in the Loft – Jenni Friedman
Benedict Capital - Joseph Tranfo
Berg, P.J. – Master’s Term Paper addressed to the First Selectman
Bernard Realty - Matt Bernard
Colony Florist – Callie Craumer
Connecticut Light & Power – Various Representatives
E. Rains Landscape Architecture. - Eric Rains
HBS
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Greenwich Avenue Massage – Carol Ann Kelsey-Smith
Greenwich Avenue Massage – Ann Bret
Greenwich Optics – Michael Cary
Heagney, Lennon and Slane LLP - Thomas Heagney
Splurge – Sonia Malloy
Steven Fox Jewelers – Steven Fox
Versailles – Ingrid McMenamin
Litchfield Holdings – Ben Maher
The goal of this period was to bring the committee members to a similar
knowledge base from which real suggestions and recommendations could
be made. In addition, the DPC also met with the following POCD
subcommittees.
Joint Committee Meetings
Town Properties – John Lucarelli
Transportation – Paul Settelmeyer
The Downtown Planning Committee hopes to have a joint meeting with
the Housing Committee in the future. Appendix 5 is a listing which
summarizes the meeting dates and topics covered between March 1,
2010 and November 2011.
If applicable, presenters and the
organizations and/or businesses they represented are listed.
Following months of presentations and discussion a sub-committee of
four was established to formulate the process of discussion, review and
recommendations. In January 2011, a process was adopted by the
Committee at large. The “Deliverable Process and Structure” which
follows would be used for the remainder of the period with only minor
modification. Essentially, the process included the following steps (a
detailed description of the process can be located in Appendix 6):
• A Committee member makes an individual recommendation within
the adopted format.
• The Committee has a “first vote” to decide the issue.
• Discussion and revisions occur for not less than 30 days.
• A “final vote” takes place to accept the recommendation and
include it in the Report.
Beginning February 2011, any member could initiate a Recommendation
to the Committee for review, discussion, evaluation and vote. Through a
specific voting process an initial Recommendation could become part of
the final report. For Recommendations initiated in the final days of the
process, the membership waived the 30 days requirement. As stated in
Chapter 4 (see page 6) the deliverable was set for 2011.
HBS
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Writing a Recommendation
In the Recommendation Process, a template was adopted to provide
structure and focus and was used throughout the process. Individual
recommendations vary in script but each one presents the Committee
with a statement and discussion points. It allows the Committee to
deliberate, revise, and solicit input in an organized fashion.
The originator of the Recommendation prepared a written document
supported by ideas, research and experience. This information is listed
under “discussion points” and may include background, reasons,
unintended consequences, and possible future impacts. Additionally,
the writer provided references and research links which were relevant to
the topic. The amount of information and the type of information was
driven by the originator. The goal was to create a comprehensive
recommendation allowing a future reader (and hopefully adopter) to
understand the thought process, issues, and concerns of the originator
and ultimately the entire committee through the extensive revision
process.
Submission of the Recommendation to the Committee at large was
decided by the originator and circulated electronically. The originator
requested from the Chair that time be allocated at the meeting for
discussion and for First Vote.
Once the Recommendation was
distributed, a discussion via email of the recommendation was
encouraged.
This additional feedback was incorporated into the
recommendation when appropriate.
At each meeting, the originator of the Recommendation summarized the
Recommendation and a discussion followed.
All members were
encouraged to contribute and further editing ensued. If the Vote was a
First Pass Vote, the recommendation was put up for First Pass Vote with
an understanding that the originator would revise the recommendation
incorporating the discussion points noted and agreed upon in the
discussion. Once a Recommendation succeeded a First Pass Vote,
further email discussion was encouraged and revisions expected. After a
30 day discussion period, the revised recommendation would be brought
to a Final Vote. Once again, after a discussion and last minute revisions,
a Final Vote was taken. All revision ended when the Final Vote was
taken.
Each vote required a quorum, and the simple majority was necessary to
pass.

HBS
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It is important to understand that when a Committee Member votes, he
or she was voting on the Recommendation – not the supporting
discussion points. A member may or may not have been in total
agreement with any or all of the numbered discussion points. However,
as the discussion points are important for future committees and officials
who may adopt the ideas which this Committee offers, their inclusion is
warranted. A goal of this committee is to collect and convey pertinent
information behind the Recommendations so that the Town’s governing
bodies clearly understand the ideas and the varied perspectives behind
the recommendations.
In making recommendations, the committee acknowledged the
limitations the Town’s governing staff and the community have on
privately owned properties and the retail environment.
It is
recommended that decisions in this area be data driven so that
appropriate changes reflect logic for making the recommendation.
Collecting data is the most important first step and allows the decision
makers to analyze and adapt to the changing climate in providing better
amenities and needs of the merchants, service providers and the
community. This Committee seeks to understand the needs and desires
of its residents and merchants in order to recommend infrastructure
improvements and ensure amenities are provided within the appropriate
regulatory construct for orderly land use development.
The following flowchart illustrates the first nine month process where
Committee members were brought to a similar point in background and
overview.

Listening and Learning
Research

Facts & Figures

Presentations

Key Input
Factors

Discussions

Site Visits

Documentation

It is important to understand that the implementation cost of any
recommendation or idea was to be understood but not necessarily used
HBS
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as a deterrent in making a recommendation. It was the Committee’s
mindset that it (the Committee), did not have the capacity, nor the
directive, to determine such costs and it would be more properly
determined through analysis by skilled professionals.
Some of the information gathered would be directly identified and used
explicitly in various recommendations; this is evident as one reads the
Recommendations.
However, there was other material, such as
demographics and retail economics, which provided a strong backdrop
but for which there is little discussion or reference to in the following
Recommendations.

Overview and Background Information
The Recommendations are largely written to be stand alone topics with
supporting information referenced in the Discussion Points section of the
recommendation. Importantly, the discussion points are included due to
the wide range of topics covered and divergent opinions of the Committee
Members. However, there is key overview and background information
which supported individual recommendations and which may not be
included in the Recommendation or the Discussion Points.
Such
overriding topics include demographics, retail, potential build out, etc.
The following summaries highlight facts learned about these topics that
are relevant in the Recommendations listed at the end of this report.

Demographics
The overall population in the Town of Greenwich has remained constant
in the Town at large although a noticeable shift has occurred within
Census Districts. The shift from primarily a few large, key, employers to
an array of many, smaller financial services firms has effectively changed
the commercial demands.
The affluent demographics and aging
population has changed the housing demands throughout the Town.
Around the perimeter of the core, there is an increase in condominiums
catering to an empty-nester population.
The Committee was supplied with the most recent census information
(2010) and reviewed the changes in the Downtown Study area since
1960. District 106 of the US Census most closely mirrors the Central
Business District. It does not follow the adopted boundaries agreed to by
this Committee but it is the best proximity available.
Since 1960, there has been a 46% drop in residents in U.S. Census Tract
#106. In that same period, the number of households has decreased
33%. Between 1990 and 2000, there was a short reversal of the
HBS
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downward trend in households, but in the past decade the decline
accelerated again.
Town of Greenwich CT
U.S. Census Data – Tract 106
Census Tract

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total Pop.
Cumulative Chg.

3,180

2,574
-19%

2,353
-26%

2,250
-29%

2,121
-33%

1,704
-46%

# of Hshld
Cumulative Chg.

1,441

1,305
-9%

1,332
-8%

1,126
-22%

1,162
-19%

962
-33%

Avg. Hshld Size

2.2

2.0

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.8

Source – American Community Survey, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/09000lk.html

The decline in residential housing within U.S. Tract 106 is both a
product of fewer housing units and fewer individuals in each existing
housing unit. Contributing to the decrease in number of households
would be the desirability for more spacious units coupled with the
conversion of smaller single-bedroom units into larger units. Both of
these factors results in fewer total units in the CBD. Complicating this
data source is the fact that the calculation of the U.S. Census in the
table above counts only primary residences, not secondary residences.
There is no formal process to measure the number of residents who
maintain a “secondary” home in Greenwich and who are officially
counted elsewhere.
This decline in the number of residential units has continued despite the
fact that a stated goal of 1998 Plan of Conservation and Development
was “to encourage residential mix” (pg. 15, 1998 POCD). By the mid
1990’s, it was already evident that residential housing was decreasing
and a change in land use policy to reverse that was put in place. An
example of the policies and regulations used to encourage growth in the
residential mix in the CBD was “the elimination of third floor commercial
and substitution of residential use on the third floor in the CBGR ZONE”
(page 16, 1998 POCD). Current zoning regulations prescribe third floor
residential on Greenwich Avenue today, a regulation that this Committee
supported. However, this regulation with the intention of increasing the
number of residential units has not kept up with the reduction in overall
units as shown in the U.S. Census. Conversion and redevelopment has
resulted in less residential units. For example, a number of smaller
studio units are being combined and redeveloped into larger (and thus
HBS
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fewer) units on selected properties. Other redevelopment projects such
as Richards and Ralph Lauren on Greenwich Avenue have elected to
remain as they are or rebuild to a height of two floors.
Following discussions with owners, developers, and independent reading
and research, it became apparent that the economic (and market) forces
do not necessarily support the option of using third floor residential.
Third floor residential is an option, not a requirement. If one builds a
third floor, it must be residential. Obviously, such a complex decision is
dependent on a combination of factors including the owner’s preference,
the cost of building third floor residential, building requirements for
mixed use buildings, and the supply and demand equation.
The
numbers speak for themselves. Simply permitting third floor residential
in the Central Business District has not resulted in a net increase in
residential construction within the zoning district.
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The 2009 POCD states “there is a need…encourage more housing in
order to create a vibrant residential downtown”. The Chair of the
Committee advises the First Selectman and the P&Z to clearly define
target market rate housing goals and encourage such housing
development through zoning modifications, or developer incentives in
specified locations. Without such directives, current zoning regulations
will probably not stem the continual decline of the prior 50 years.
Simple math, using the Census numbers for 2010, highlights the
number of households and/or dwellers, needed to make an incremental
change in residential in the Central Business District. Using the actual
HBS
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number of households in Census Tract 106, an additional 19 households
would need to be added to increase the District by 2%. Or to return to
the number of households reported in the 2000 Census, an additional
200 units or 21% increase would be needed.
Greenwich
Households
Incremental Incr.

Actual
2010

2% Incr.

10% Incr.

15% Incr.

21% Incr.

962

981

1058

1,106

1,162

--

19

96

144

200

It was the opinion of this Committee following months of discussion, that
Downtown residential should be encouraged as it adds vibrancy in the
street life throughout the day and evening, or the so-called 14 hour/7
day vitality.
The town’s governing leaders will need to clearly address whether 1)Goal
4 (Encourage retail, residential, dining, cultural institutions, light
business centers and other businesses…) applies directly to the Central
Business District and whether 2) the leaders want to reverse the
declining trend in households by encouraging market-rate residential in
the Downtown through zoning regulation and/or bonuses. Together, the
First Selectman’s Office, the Planning and Zoning Department and the
Board of Estimate and Taxation would need to initiate this directive by
putting resources and/or changes in regulations.

The Evolving Retail Environment
There is much discussion by the community and this Committee about
the need to “protect neighborhood-oriented small businesses on
Greenwich Avenue”. This is a valid statement but one where local
market forces need to be understood within a larger context. To this
end, a Merchant Round Table with representatives from various local
businesses was held in October 2010. Additionally, two studies were
completed by the Chair for July 1, 2010 and July 1, 2011 summarizing
the existing retail composition of Downtown.
A dynamic changing retail face in the Downtown area needs to be
analyzed from both a local level and a national level. Today Greenwich
Avenue is an outdoor street mall approximately ½ mile long. Over the
last century it has evolved from a ‘Borough’ with all the essential goods
and services including grocery stores, the local school and the Town
government, to a street occupied by both local businesses and national
HBS
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chains. To understand the current retail climate, the Committee met
with various representatives in retail, brokerage and development.
To say one wants to protect small neighborhood-oriented businesses is
one thing but making that happen in a market-driven, capitalistic society
is another. The retail environment evolves very quickly but change is
largely based on customers’ buying habits and not wishful thinking. In a
town the size of Greenwich, with high retail rents, a local business needs
to be blessed with a solid stream of customers, a desirable product, and
a reasonable rent. Many small neighborhood businesses would not be
able to survive without drawing customers from a larger geographic area
with this operating model. Neither can customers expect neighborhood
stores to survive for their convenience if they – the customers - are
choosing to go elsewhere (out of town) for their purchases. If we choose
to frequent that favorite neighborhood store of ours only a few times a
year, how can we expect it to survive?
Complicating matters, the Internet and changing technology has
significantly influenced the retail landscape as various products evolve
and move to their digital or Internet format. Book stores are the best
example to understand change. The boom of the Internet coupled with ereaders has changed the book buying landscape.
In Downtown
Greenwich we have lost two bookstores in the last few years. A similar
fate is occurring in the photography niche, where digital formats have
largely replaced traditional processing.
It is important to understand the relocation of various high traffic
generators to the other areas of Downtown over the decades and their
influence on the streetscape. Shops such as grocery stores and other
food related merchants have largely moved off the Avenue.
High
frequency stores, offering services such as dry cleaning, are locating to
adjacent streets, leaving more specialty product-oriented stores on
Greenwich Avenue. This migration is most evident on a historical basis.
Approximately 50 years ago, there were 24 grocery stores 2 on Greenwich
Avenue; today there are none. The proliferation of service-based retail
including banks, health clubs, fitness studios, nail salons, hair salons
and the like have changed the ways we move around the Downtown.
This more subtle change has an impact on public amenities such as
parking, transportation needs and other ancillary functions.
As part of our efforts to understand the dynamics of Greenwich Avenue,
the Chair of the Committee (with the assistance of volunteers) took on
the task to tally the retail/commercial composition of the Downtown; this
is a first step in collecting basic data for future analysis and decision2

Frank Nicholson’s Video – A Walk on Greenwich Avenue 1991
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making. The tally was taken twice – July 1, 2010 and July 1, 2011. The
resulting Studies (7/1/2010 and 7/1/2011) are included in the
Appendix 7 and 8 of this report.
In making recommendations contained in this report, it is important to
note that the Committee did not seek to regulate the functional use of
any property in the Downtown.

The Potential Build Out – An Exercise In The Possibility
The P&Z Department calculated the build out potential using the Floor
Area Ratio (FAR) of both Greenwich Avenue and Mason Street during the
21 months which our committee operated. It also prepared visuals to
illustrate the areas of potential change. This was specifically sited as
Action Item 4.2 in the 2009 POCD. The detailed calculations were
prepared on a lot by lot basis, adjusting for setbacks. Using planning
software and computer analytics, various maps were drawn and three-D
visualizations were provided.
In preparing such computations, it is important to understand the innate
differences between an exercise and the real possibility that each
property will be definitively built out to capacity. Simple regulatory
requirements such as FAR (floor area ratio, height limitations and
setbacks) are good starting points to understand the possibility.
However, there are a number of factors, which would also be considered
such as parking requirements, natural topography, perimeter access,
and economic forces in any decision making process that are not
embedded into these calculations.
Underground infrastructure may
also be a limiting factor with several now underground streams
originating from the north, east and west gathering in the Downtown
area before draining into the Long Island Sound.
However, the possibility is an important starting point when trying to
quantify the probability. The build out of two streets were completed: 1)
Greenwich Avenue and 2) Mason Street. Discussion of the current
regulation and the potential Build Out are discussed separately as they
are separate zones and results are noticeably different.
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Greenwich Avenue Build Out – CGBR Zone
The Central Greenwich Business Retail (CGBR) zone currently allows
structures with a maximum of 3 stories and 40’ of height.
These
footprint and height dimensions dictate the potential floor area ratio
(FAR) for properties within the front and rear building lines. For
properties that are not between the front and rear building lines, a FAR
of 0.9% applies and a maximum building area on a site is 30%, for
example the properties on Putnam Avenue and Railroad Avenue. The
majority of the properties on Greenwich Avenue are set within the front
and rear building lines. Current regulation requires the third floor in the
CGBR to be residential.
Summarizing the exercise, every block on Greenwich Avenue has some
growth potential with building that can increase FAR and number of
stories, i.e., height. A few highlights are:
•
•
•
•
•

The block with the most potential floor area is on the East side of
Greenwich Avenue between Lewis Street and East Elm Street.
The block with the second greatest potential floor area is East Elm
Street to Havemeyer.
The block with the least potential additional floor area is on the
West side of Greenwich Avenue between Grigg Street and Railroad
Avenue.
The block with the greatest potential additional residential floor
area is also Lewis Street to East Elm Street.
The block with the least potential additional residential floor area
is Fawcett to Railroad Avenue.

The summary numerical data is shown below. Note that the existing
Floor Area Ratio summarizes the approximate size of buildings in square
feet. The Possible Floor Area is determined by examining the total
possible floor area for each property based on the current zoning
regulations that apply to that property. In some instances properties
could expand the footprint of the building, on others the number of
stories, and on some properties, both the footprint and the number of
stories could increase thus adding to possible floor area.
The
Methodology for this exercise is explained in Appendix 9.
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Greenwich Avenue - Build Out Potential Summary for
Commercial and Residential Uses (CGBR Zone)
(sq. ft.)
Existing
Comm.
Floor
Area

Existing
Resid.
Floor
Area

Total
Existing
Comm. &
Resid.
Floor
Ratio

Possible
Comm. &
Residential
Floor Area
Assuming
All Land
Vacant

Possible
Resid.
Floor Area
Assuming
All Land
Vacant

Possible
Additional
Residential
Floor Area
Assuming
Existing
Conditions

696,338

232,113

87,095

1,071,497

327,166

100,669

West Side of Greenwich Avenue:

%

429,728

119,537

549,265

78%

22%

100%

East Side of Greenwich Avenue:

%

654,494

285,701

940,195

70%

30%

100%

1,084,222

405,238

1,489,460

73%

27%

100%

Totals:

%

1,767,835

559,279

187,764

See Appendix 9 for Detailed Explanation of Table

It is important to understand various realities behind the numbers. For
example, the percentages of additional FAR for residential are high, as
there are many buildings on Greenwich Avenue that are currently one or
two stories, but have the potential to increase to three stories with the
addition of residential uses. Whether a two story building will become a
three story building is not solely dependent on whether the increase is
possible, but on the desirability or choice of the property owner to
increase the size the building.
HBS
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The visual of this exercise on Greenwich Avenue is shown below from a
birds-eye perspective.

*Colors represent potential build-out: green=existing 3 story building, red=potential
story increase, blue=existing building over 3 stories.

The following page shows the variety of available visuals including
streetviews and birdseye perspectives to illustrate what is theoretically
possible under existing zoning regulations.
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Visual of Greenwich Avenue Build-out Potential
Birdseye View of Greenwich Ave. and Lewis
Street looking North (4th building on top
right is CVS)

Potential buildout of Greenwich
Avenue visually illustrating areas of
potential increase in height.
The colors depict the following:
Red – Potential story increase
Green – Existing 3 story buildings
Blue – Existing buildings over 3 stories

Street View from west corner of Greenwich
Ave. and Lewis Street

Existing street view from intersection
highlighting existing streetscape and
building heights.

Green – Existing 3 story buildings
Yellow – Existing buildings under 3
stories

Street View from west corner of Greenwich
Ave. and Lewis Street

Potential street view looking north from
intersection highlighting availability of
height increase between Lewis and
Amogerone Crossway.
Red – Potential story increase
Green – Existing 3 story buildings
Yellow – Existing buildings under 3
stories
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Mason Street Build-Out – CGB Zone
The Central Greenwich Business (CGB) zone in which Mason Street is
located currently allows structures with a maximum of 3 stories and 40’
of height. The maximum building area on a site is 30% and the
maximum Floor Area Ratio is 0.3%.
The Planning and Zoning
Commission will increase the 0.3% ratio to up to 0.9% for preservation of
existing structures. There is no third floor residential requirement.
The results of this exercise can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Every block has some growth potential with building that can
increase FAR. and number of stories.
The block with the most number of buildings that can expand both
FAR and stories is Lewis Street to Elm Street
The block with the most general office is between East Elm and
Lewis Street.
The mixed use buildings are concentrated between Lexington
Avenue and Lewis Street.

The notable differences between this exercise and the Greenwich Avenue
example are the impact on the numbers from decades of development
prior to current zoning. On an aggregate basis using existing regulation
(see total below), Mason Street is fully built-out. This is due to a few
larger buildings that were built many years ago which could not be built
under current zoning, including Virginia Court and the Weeden Building
at the corner of East Elm. However, individual properties which are
below their maximum FAR along Mason Street can be renovated and
increased in size. Another key difference between the two streets is the
setback requirements on Mason Street.
The following table presents the information provided by P&Z in the same
format as that for Greenwich Avenue.
Since the existing current
regulation for the CGB zone (i.e., Mason Street) does not require third
floor residential, the table below omits the residential specific
calculations as shown on the Greenwich Avenue table.
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Mason Street - Build Out Potential Summary for
Commercial and Residential Uses (CGB Zone)
(sq. ft.)
Existing
Commercial
Floor Area

Existing Total
Comm. &
Residential
Floor Area

Total

1,083,558

1,361,601

% of
Total

80%

100%

Total
Allowable
Floor Area
Assuming All
Land is
Vacant

Existing
Commercial
Floor Area if
Existing
Properties are
Capped at
Max. Floor
Area
Permitted

464,001

368,622

See Appendix 10 for Detailed Explanation of Table
By examining these results and the associated visuals, Committee
members were able to contemplate a few of the possibilities of what the
Central Business District could become over a longer time horizon.
Visual of Mason Street Build-out Potential
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*Colors represent potential build-out:
yellow=existing building under 3 stories,
red=potential story increase, blue=existing building over 3 stories

Summarizing both the Build Out for Greenwich Avenue and Mason
Street the following points need to be pointed out. This exercise reduces
each property to two defined factors – lot size and floor area ratio – and
ignores all other factors and restrictions.
It does not take into
consideration topography, location specific limitations, parking
requirements based on functional use, etc. Such calculations do not
address feasibility including market supply and demand and/or
economic climate.
Lastly, these calculations do not measure the
additional impact on infrastructure needs including electrical, sewer,
water, traffic flow, drainage or additional resources which require
professional input and analysis. Therefore, the numbers presented are
a starting point.
Through conversations with both P&Z and DPW, the committee was
assured that under the current regulations, the support structure was
adequate for the development illustrated in the calculations. However,
DPW did note that a larger development project for either commercial,
residential or mixed uses (which could not be built under current
regulations) would require greater review and the possibility of additional
infrastructure improvements in the categories of power, sewer and
drainage.

Historically Significant Buildings
The 2009 POCD specifically addressed three “elements” (see page 6) in
the Central Business District which required additional discussion:
“There are three elements of Downtown still being reviewed by the
various Town agencies: the Havemeyer Building, the Senior Center, and
the Old Town Hall building.” The committee addressed the buildings
(Havemeyer and Old Town Hall) and programming (the Senior Center)
from a variety of perspectives including function, condition, use, and
maintenance. Presentations by town officials as well as users of these
facilities led to in-depth discussion and ultimately a few
recommendations centering on the locations, the user-groups, and
properties adjacent.
A few points can be discerned from topics over the 21 months:
•
•
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Is the building (condition, structure, layout) the best use for its
current users?
Is the building meeting the community’s needs?
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•

Are the costs to maintain and refurbish a historical building within
a range that the community will be willing to allocate?

As a community that prides itself on its uniqueness and history, such
valuable assets are important elements of the community’s character.
Most of Greenwich’s most iconic buildings were gifts to the Town from
individual residents and were designated to support specific community
needs. However, when faced with maintenance issues and/or the cost of
renovation, the community becomes divided.
Most recently, this was apparent in the discussion of the rebuilding of
the Central Fire Station. There appears to be a threshold where the cost
of historic preservation conflicts with the desire to preserve the past,
thus, decision-making languishes. Combine this with a resistance to
accepting private monies due to the perception of catering to special
interests, key assets deteriorate and show their age. Signs of
deterioration and neglect can have long-run financial effects on a
particular property as well as adjacent properties and the community.
The Senior Center and Old Town Hall
The discussion regarding Old Town Hall where the Senior Center is
located focused largely on the use of the building. Leadership at the
Senior Center appears comfortable in its central location but less content
with the space itself and its condition.
New and more popular
programming for this increasing demographic is hindered due to space
limitations and a configuration which no longer lends itself to the
programming desired. Exterior renovations were completed in the last
decade, but not interior. Despite past studies and a 2007 community
survey and report, only smaller short-term decisions have been made.
The current conversation continues to dwell on the long-term
alternatives. Separately, the current use of the building for other not-forprofit groups on the 2nd and 3rd floor is being reviewed. The functionality
of the space, designed in a previous era, is not what is demanded in
today’s market. Handicap access and availability of bathroom facilities
on the four story building limit programming options.

The Havemeyer Building
The Havemeyer Building is a somewhat different situation due to its
location, size and current use. Housing the Board of Education, there
has been discussion surrounding this building for more than a decade.
To move the conversation forward, various points need to be better
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understood and clarified. These include but are not limited to, the
ultimate decision-making authority (the Board of Education or the Town)
of the building, the deed restrictions associated with the property
requiring it be used for educational purposes, and the funds associated
with the Havemeyer Trust which are available for improvements of the
Havemeyer Building. According to the Assessor’s office, the Havemeyer
Building and the surrounding property of 2.7 acres (listed in Parcel 014510/S) is owned by the Town of Greenwich.
Finally, no decision for space for the Board of Education would be
complete without a true understanding of the operational costs of the
building. Recently, the Town of Greenwich replaced the boiler under the
school budget’s maintenance program and the Havemeyer Trust paid for
necessary improvements of fire escapes and other fire safety items.
However, no cost/benefit analysis of the annual operating costs
associated with the specific building is publicly available as operating
expenses for Board of Education buildings are not reported on a property
by property basis. In 2008, a needs analysis was completed at the cost
of $75,000 but that particular report did not focus on operating cost.
Nor did it address whether the existing space is the highest and best use
for the Board of Education.
In order to move this conversation forward and discern whether or not
the Board of Education’s administrative offices are the best use for this
building, P&Z and the Selectman should review these points and
understand them fully. Whether the Town chooses to keep the status
quo, renovate the building for the Board of Education or another user, or
possibly demolish the building and turn the property into added
parkland are the questions in need of answers first.
Each of these
options have been voiced within our Committee.

Data Driven Decisions
The Town of Greenwich should become more proactive in planning its
future. The key to many decisions begins with collecting accurate and
timely data. In many towns throughout the country, town-level data is
gathered by either the Town itself, a Special Services Group, or a local
Business District. Regardless of who collects it, the data gleaned is an
important step in understanding the forces at work. In addition, we
recommend P&Z work to create a more proactive process which would
encourage developers and property owners to develop private properties
with more direction from P&Z early on in the process. The planning
process should be supportive of data driven decisions which reflect the
facts and figures of our 60,000 person community. Collecting better data
and requiring such data by applicants in the planning and budgetary
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process will result in greater confidence by the community of the
department’s grasp of important decisions. It will allow decision makers
to analyze and adapt to the changing climate to improve public amenities
and infrastructure that will service the needs of the merchants, service
providers and the community at large.
With input on topics discussed before including demographics, build-out,
retail mix, historical significance and a host of other related topics
mentioned in the topic list (Appendix 5), the Committee returned to its
mandate. It returned to the original question with greater understanding
of both the opportunities and limitations as stakeholders to offer
recommendations to implement the goals set by the 2009 POCD.

How Can We Achieve Vibrancy and Vitality?
Early on we asked members of the Committee to define vibrancy and
vitality and what it meant to them. Here is a mix of the replies from the
survey:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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The interaction of a broad base of commercial activities such as,
retail, service, office and restaurants with organizations like the art
and senior centers…..
"profitable business activity"………...
Economic vitality relates to creating a downtown that will be a
destination - shopping, restaurants, activities - concerts, parks ….
Sustainable, healthy trade for all types of goods and service
businesses; clean, attractive stores and venues, affordable at all
levels, and providing a positive experience ….
Pedestrians walking on the street, activity in the stores, an area
where one can park once and walk to everything one needs…..
A balanced mix of commercial businesses (retail and service
businesses) serving a number of sectors: residents, employees,
Economic vitality means stores that are financially successful and
therefore able to remain in their space for many years. It also could
be that the stores create traffic which brings customers for others
as well as for themselves….
Being able to survive prosperously and successfully in a business
environment…..
A fully rented downtown ….
Diversified opportunities for social, cultural and business activities.
Both civic activities and residential opportunities can be available
on the outskirts of Greenwich Avenue.
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•
•

A diversity of businesses, housing and institutional uses within the
downtown area that serves the needs of residents and employees
to shop and use local businesses within walking distances.…
A place where people want to and do come.

The Common Thread - The Human Element
These quotations taken together relate to people -- people shopping,
people dining, people residing, people playing, people strolling, people
meeting other people, people attending to their daily activities. It is the
human element in a defined geographic space that creates the vitality.
Going to town becomes a form of entertainment in itself; it is no longer
simply going to a destination to complete a task.
To accomplish this, Greenwich needs to emphasize and plan for the
individual within our public space. By improving the aesthetic, making
public spaces cleaner and safer, we place emphasis on the individual, the
pedestrian in the downtown area. By beautifying the area, we encourage
strolling, making the journey to the destination just as enjoyable and
important as the destination itself. By improving the public amenities
and adding to them, we encourage the individual to stay. Providing
cultural and recreational space to old and young provides our
community with alternatives and venues other than retail. Celebrating
the historical character in its streetscape, we create a pride of ownership.

Defining Vibrancy In
Ways We Can Execute
Emphasis on the
Human Element

How To?

Focus on the
Public Space

We need to emphasize the pedestrian and our sense of community by
defining and creating public spaces that invite us in. Through a
combination of defined design elements, aesthetic directions and a
balancing of scale we need to define the public space we wish to inhabit.
The Community should not wait for private interests to define our public
space for us but rather we should direct them by creating a framework.
Collectively, our recommendations seek to accomplish this.
With a greater emphasis on the pedestrian, we acknowledge we are no
longer prioritizing the automobile. This is not to say that we are
HBS
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banishing the car. No, it is too late for that and this Committee clearly
understands that many residents want to park directly in front of their
destination. Currently thirty-three percent of the total Downtown public
parking spaces 3 are directly on Greenwich Avenue.
For the past 75
years, Greenwich development was subtly directed with the driver in
mind – wider streets and more parking. Greenwich in the years ahead
should plan first for the pedestrian, then the car. Make the stroll for the
pedestrian from the parking lot to the store, the park, the service just as
pleasurable as finding the parking spot right outside the store. Make the
journey in Downtown better for the walker than the driver; prioritize the
pedestrian.
Improved management of public parking and better
coordination with private parking options are encouraged.

Placemaking – Creating the Place We Want to Be In
A key component in making a more vibrant place is the process of
designing the place where one wants to be. Professionals call this
placemaking.
Placemaking requires good scale, pleasurable public
spaces, logical traffic flow and all the functional needs that its citizens
want and need. It is making the core more aesthetically inviting and
safe. A lively Downtown has a varied time schedule with business, retail,
residential, recreation and culture all present but balanced throughout
the day as one population pattern replaces another, i.e., the resident, the
employee, the visitor. An inviting Downtown attracts the passerby and
then suggests you stay awhile, offering comfortable dining experiences
and an interaction with others. It provides you with public space and
private destinations (i.e., the shop or the restaurant) and the ease to
move from one to another.
Ironically, this lively Downtown need not be overly dense or congested.
Reasonable density within the core is preferred over high density. A
fourteen hour day may be preferred by most residents living in the
Downtown area rather than the 24/7 goal of other communities.
Greenwich has many of the qualities defined in good placemaking.
Greenwich has a walkable Downtown and has diverse shopping. It also
has many of the notable traffic generators that are considered key to a
vibrant such as a post office, movie theatre, a museum, and a few parks.
However, good can always be made better and the Committee’s
recommendations particularly those which incorporate the public realm
are part of such placemaking.

3

There are 458 parking spaces directly on Greenwich Avenue representing 33% of Downtown’s total of
1380 spaces (this does not include 78 dedicated parking spaces for the Board of Education)
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So, how can Greenwich’s governing bodies, our commercial property
owners, our merchants and our residents do this? How can we set the
direction and decision-making?

A Matter of Two Choices
As a Committee, we concentrated on what we could influence, either
directly and indirectly.
We needed to clearly articulate ideas for
implementation so that eight years from now the community does not
look back on the 2009 POCD and wonder why the goals were not met.
There are two options which our recommendations follow:
1. We can directly improve our public properties – our town-owned
buildings and our parks.
We can create amenities for the
community where none exist and improve those that are there by
making them more user-friendly.
2. Through zoning modification and developer incentives, we can
influence the balance of housing and commercial interests.

Recommendations
Town
Directed

Taxpayer
Funded

Zoning
Related

Private/Public
Partnership

Regulation

Incentive

The “how to” to achieve and implement the POCD’s goals became the
next hurdle. A “how to” or in our case a “recommendation” generally
requires a large understanding of a particular topic. For example, in the
case of encouraging small businesses, the committee needs to
understand the needs of a local business owner, the larger community’s
needs and wants, and the overall economic climate. We cannot demand
that a property owner lease a store nor can we expect a business owner
to maintain an unprofitable business, even if we remember it fondly.
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Once the Committee understood the topic and the choices, formulating
the recommendation required one to either 1) support the status quo or
2) accept change.
Complicating the matter for this particular Committee was an additional
and somewhat unique deterrent. Some members with long standing
involvement in the community were cautious to recommend and/or
support ideas where they foresaw resistance ahead either in concept or
in the prospect of funding. Various ideas had been batted around in the
past, including tiered parking structures and other alternative uses of
Town-owned property. These lost the majority of Committee’s support on
the pretense that those ideas have never been supported in the past and
would not be supported in the future. The quote “that will never happen
in Greenwich” was voiced numerous times. To others, such ideas were
simply ahead of their time and warranted current discussion and
possible inclusion.
Despite this disparity of opinions, the Recommendation Process set forth
in the previous pages resulted in 34 individual Final Recommendations.
It was a “process” where an originator could craft an idea and gain
consensus on an isolated topic in small controlled environment. This
proved successful.
The recommendations as a whole present a
framework from which various town governing bodies and outside
professionals, versed in urban planning and design, can develop and
formulate a comprehensive visual masterplan. Taken separately, the
recommendations include various design elements that can be adopted
and implemented immediately.

The Recommendations
Since February 2011, the Committee has considered over 46
recommendations with 34 included in this report based on a majority of
votes. A detailed summary of the 46 Recommendations and the timeline
from introduction to final vote can be found at Appendix 11.
Summary Tabulation of Recommendations
Passed Final
Vote
34

Addendum

Withdrawn

Failed

1

9

2

Total
Initiated
46

Our recommendations were driven by ideas and were a product of our
conversations, research, history, visual experiences and most
importantly, our vision for the future. For this report we have grouped
the Recommendations with others similar in classifications. The order
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presented is not representative of its origination, the length of
discussion, or the final vote. Our classifications are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boundaries – the delineation of the Central Business District for
zoning purposes within the Greater Downtown area
Character – suggestions on aesthetics and public use of space
Geographic Locations – specific thoughts on defined geographic
locations within the Downtown
Safety and Infrastructure – improving the feeling of safety
Buildings and Space – specific comments on existing buildings
and their programming and uses
Amenities – public amenities
Financial Related – a financial services district

Similarly, we have listed a time element for possible implementation next
to each recommendation. Short- or long- term rankings reflect where we
see implementation as a strong possibility. Our long-term
Recommendations will need strong leadership.
• Short-term – immediate implementation achievable
• Mid-term – some approvals needed and modest funding
• Long-term – complex approval process with high financial outlays
Lastly, we have categorized our 34 Recommendations into place-making
groups. Such linkages are place-making linkages and create a
framework from a planning and design perspective.
•
•
•
•
•

HBS

Design Recommendations - aesthetic improvements which create
a sense of unified place, i.e., Standardization of Sidewalks,
Signage, Street Furniture, Bollards.
Opportunity Recommendations – projects which take advantage
of opportunities or situations which normally do not occur with
regular frequency i.e., Overhead Utility Lines.
Safe-making Recommendations – projects which make the
community safer for the pedestrian, i.e., Sidewalks, Curbing,
Bump-outs.
Dependent Recommendations – projects which require a
coordinated decision by town governing bodies to move forward
i.e., Repurposing of Buildings.
Usage Recommendations – suggestion that add to the vitality on
the street i.e., Outdoor Dining in the CBD, Wine & Beer Distance
Requirement.
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Summary and Classification of Recommendations
NUMBER

HBS

NEW NAME

CLASSIFICATION

TIME
FRAME

Linkages

1

CBD Map Addendum Defining the CBD

Boundaries

Short

Dependency

2

Architectural Review – Bulk & Scale

Character

Short

Character

3

Short

Opportunity
Safety/Design
Opportunity

4

Greenwich Ferry Landing & Waterfront
Walk
Outdoor Dining in the CBD

Character

Short

Use

5

Retaining Character Greenwich Avenue

Short

Design

6
7

Retaining Neighborhood Character in the
CGB Zone
Standardization of Signage

Character
Character

Short

Design

Character

Short

Safety/Design

8

Street Furniture

Character

Short

Design/Use

9

Trees

Character

Short

Design

10

Visible Building Exteriors

Character

Short

Design

11

Wine and Beer Distance Requirement

Character

Short

Use

12

Exit 3 Entrance and Exit Ramps

Geographic Areas

Short

Use

13

Green Space in the CBD

Geographic Areas

Short

Use

14

Greenwich Common

Geographic Areas

Medium

Use

15

Horseneck & Island Beach Parking Lots

Geographic Areas

Medium

Use

16

Roger Sherman Baldwin Park

Geographic Areas

Medium

Use

17

Bicycle Racks

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Safety/Use

18

Bollards

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Safety

19

Bulbouts

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Safety

20

Bus Shelters

Safety/Infrastructure

Short

Safety/Use

21

Coordinated Transportation Information

Safety/Infrastructure

Short

Use

22

Decorative Street Lighting

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Design

23

Overhead Utility Wires

Safety/Infrastructure

Long

Opportunity

24

Pedestrian Network Plan

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Safety/Design

25

Road Medians

Safety/Infrastructure

Medium

Safety/Design

26

Sidewalks and Crosswalks

Safety/Infrastructure

Short

Design

Safety/Infrastructure

27

Long

Use/Design

28

Through Block Pedestrian Corridors
between Buildings
Havemeyer Building

Buildings & Space

Medium

Use

29

Repurposing of Buildings

Buildings & Space

Medium

Opportunity

30

Senior Space in the CBD

Buildings & Space

Medium

Use

Buildings & Space

31
32
33
34

Town of Green. Parks and Recreation
Blgs.
Greenwich Common Toilet
Private-Public Partnerships
Special Services District

Medium
Short
Short
Medium

Use
Use
Dependency
Opportunity
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The Downtown Planning Committee’s Recommendations begin on Page 39
in the Order Presented on Page 37.
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CBD MAP ADDENDUM
DEFINING THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
RECOMMENDATION
Purpose: The Plan of Conservation and Development on page 28 states:
“It is important that the boundaries of the core of Downtown be established
to concentrate new opportunities within a specific area and to prevent
commercial sprawl and encroachments into the adjoining residential
neighborhoods which must be maintained.”
Central Business District Boundaries:
NORTHERLY BOUNDARY
Along East and West Putnam Avenue: All properties facing East and
West Putnam Avenue from Brookside Drive to Milbank Avenue on the
south and from Brookside Drive to and including properties abutting Maher
Avenue on the north.
EASTERLY BOUNDARY
Along Mason Street: Includes properties on both sides of Mason Street
from East Putnam Avenue to Bruce Park Avenue. Also, includes cross
streets of Amergerone, Lewis Street, Elm Street, and Fawcett Place.
SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY
Bruce Park Avenue at Mason/Milbank heading west along Railroad
Avenue/Metro North Railroad Tracks to include the train station and up
Arch Street to Sound View Drive to include the back of commercial
properties intersecting on Sound View Drive to their back property lines on
Arch Street. (Excludes Bolling Place and non-commercial buildings on
Sound View Drive.)
WESTERLY BOUNDARY
Includes properties on the north and south of Field Point Road from
Brookside Drive on the northwest to East Putnam Avenue and from the
Town Hall on the south to East Putnam Avenue are included. All cross
streets west of Greenwich Avenue within the CGB, CGBR, GB zones
including Lewis Street, Benedict Place, West Elm Street, Dayton Avenue,
Field Point Road, and Arch Street.
TIMELINE
Post discussion, a Final Vote was taken on 10/17/11 Yes – 8; No – 3; Abs. – 0).

DDB1
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ADDENDUM
The Boundaries Sub-committee evaluated what building zones comprise the
Central Business District (CBD), outlining the area of commerce, as it directly
relates to the Greenwich Central Business District. With commerce, services,
and destination businesses in mind, the perimeters are defined by current zoning
regulations and the Sub-committee strongly considered the residential
neighborhoods bordering the CBD. These perimeters limit the expansion of
commercial, retail and office space beyond the CBD, and limits commercial and
retail from encroaching into residential districts.
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 Yes –11, No – 0, Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
1. In order to understand the rational on how this map was created.

DDB1
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ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW - BULK & SCALE
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that P&Z Commission enact regulation to restrict and/or limit the
scale and bulk of the design of new buildings in the CBD to be compatible with
the scale of existing surrounding buildings, providing a sensitive transition to
nearby buildings in the neighborhood.
.
TIMELINE
Post discussion, a Final Vote was taken on 10/12/11 (Yes – 9; No – 0; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The streetscape and architecture which is characteristic of Greenwich
Avenue and its surrounding streets need to be maintained during
future building and renovation.
2. Current regulation contains height restrictions.
However, clear
regulation should be added to make certain that no single building
dominate the streetscape.
3. Construction should be designed so that it does appear overwhelming
or disproportionate in size or scale to neighboring structures.
4. The form, mass, profile and architectural features of the buildings
should be designed to be compatible with the scale and character of
the neighborhood.
5. Use of architectural details such as roof lines, color or materials should
be considered to achieve reasonable transition in the impact of height,
bulk, and scale. . Bulk - or the readily visible composition of the
structure’s volume – may also be affected by variations in a building’s
height, setbacks, and step backs of upper stories
6. Topographical considerations should be considered as they relate to
the neighborhood, such as stepping a project down a hillside.
7. Creative landscaping can be used to promote compatibility.
8. Separation of properties through utilization of alley ways or walkways
may help to minimize the potential impact of height, bulk and scale.
9. Articulating a building’s façade – either vertically or horizontally – may
help mitigate adverse impacts of bulk and scale.
10. Increasing building setbacks may help diminish the visual impact of
bulk and scale.
11. Buildings may be divided into smaller parts to reduce the impact of
effective visual bulk.
12. Projects may create adverse impacts on the neighborhood resulting
from incongruous or incompatible height, bulk, and scale.
JDM3/HBS9
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13. With such regulation, there would be an opportunity for private
developers to aggregate properties and build a single building which
could dominate the streetscape

JDM3/HBS9
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Greenwich Ferry Landing and Waterfront Walk
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend continuing the landscape improvements previously established
through volunteer efforts to the adjacent properties by the Greenwich Ferry area
properties and the waterside walkway along Arch Street from the landing to the
corner of Steamboat Road.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/7/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The Town’s valuable waterside assets including the Ferry dock should
be further enhanced.
2. Recently, one of the Garden Clubs – Green Fingers – donated a
significant sum of money to beautify the Ferry Dock. The community
should continue to encourage such partnerships where resources are
strained.
3. This project should be extended to beautifying the Greenwich Police
Marine station, adjacent to the Ferry Landing.
4. The existing walkway along the water’s edge (Arch Street) is nicely
finished, but its endpoint at Steamboat Road intersection has been
forgotten. This tiny piece of property should be landscaped so that the
pedestrian pathways are properly merged and safe; this rectangle is
essentially a pocket park.
5. The pedestrian walk along Arch Street are highly used by people
coming off the ferry, crossing to the parking lot, walking to the Bruce
Museum and walking to the Bruce Playground. All of this should be
better connected in structure (crosswalks, bollards).
6. This Recommendation fits well into the Pedestrian Network Plan
(JDM2).

HBS15
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OUTDOOR DINING IN THE CBD
THE RECOMMENDATION
We support the concept of outside restaurant dining and recommend that P&Z
adopt regulations and standards regarding outside restaurant dining to include
considerations listed under the “Reasons” section. Several restaurants appear to
have done this successfully particularly where the dining space does not interfere
with pedestrian traffic.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 5/11/11 (Yes – 8; No – 1; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Several factors should be considered when evaluating the appropriateness of
outside dining including:
1. Minimum distance between the restaurant façade/building property line
and the curb to ensure patron and pedestrian safety – this would ensure
adequate space for pedestrians adjacent to the sidewalk cafes.
2. Location of other objects and public amenities within the “dining space”
(lights, planters, grates, trees, newspaper carrels, mail boxes, etc).
3. Maximum numbers of tables/diners allowed in the “dining space”.
4. Reasonable hours of operation in the outside “dining space”.
5. Use of adjacent buildings (residential considerations?)
6. Handicapped access and emergency access should also be considered.
7. Design barriers should be evaluated for safety considerations as they can
define the eating area and separate it from the sidewalk area.
8. Awnings and lighting need to be addressed.
9. Signage including menu boards should be approved.
10. Outdoor dining gives residents an amenity that is an increasingly popular
feature of dining – sidewalk cafes may be viewed as visual amenities that
better relate to the streetscape and which may preserve and enhance the
character of the neighborhood.
11. Photos and other graphic descriptions would be helpful in defining each
“outside dining space”.
12. A licensing/permit process should be instituted to establish standards.
13. Outdoor dining may be viewed as a desirable use of land and thus
conserve the value of land and buildings and thereby protect the Town’s
tax revenues.
JDM1
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14. Standards of operations and behaviors should be established –
administrative regulations and enforcement procedures should ensure that
such requirements are effective, efficient and enforceable.
15. Outside dining provides the opportunity for restaurants to take advantage
of pedestrian traffic at various time frames of the day
16. Music and other related noises may be a negative consideration for
surrounding areas.
17. Clean up and sanitary considerations will need to be monitored.
18. Service of alcoholic beverages should be monitored.
19. Outdoor furniture should be attractive and contribute to the overall
effectiveness and ambiance of the street walk.
20. Outdoor dining could revitalize the downtown area and ease some of the
restrictions on outdoor dining in general.
21. There should be clearly defined time frame of what time of year “outside
dining” is permitted.
22. There may be insurance considerations that would need to be addressed
(liability etc).

JDM1
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RETAINING CHARACTER - GREENWICH AVENUE
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Planning and Zoning Commission (“P&Z”) enforce,
review, and modify the Town’s zoning regulations to manage build out and FAR
of commercial space; to retain and encourage residential occupancy in the
Central Business District.
Maintaining the
character with appropriate
architecture and building materials within the Central Business District is
paramount to keep Greenwich Avenue unique and differentiate it from other
towns.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/18/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
To implement the above recommendation, we suggest the following:
1. To maintain residential and economic vitality in the CGBR Zone on
Greenwich Avenue (2009 POCD, page 28), P&Z Zoning Enforcement
must enforce utilization of the third floor building level for residential use
only, unless the third floor space is otherwise grandfathered.
2. Greenwich Avenue’s growth and expansion must develop in a way that
protects and enhances the character of buildings and the streetscape.
(Per 2009 POCD)
3. P&Z should enforce the CGBR zone regulations for new construction to
encourage and retain residential use on Greenwich Avenue. The P&Z
should encourage a developer that if new construction does not include a
third floor; then the second floor space should be shared between
residential and commercial (retail and/or office).
4. P&Z should place additional parking requirements on the CGBR zone
Greenwich Avenue properties that are demolished giving this parking
responsibility to the developer. Example: Richard’s underground parking.
Note: The parking district was developed in the 1960’s when space and
the density of retail sales space, office and commercial space was used
for law offices and small businesses.
5. The cost and burden of traffic and parking should be placed on the
developers who increase the FAR to a building’s fullest capacity of use
and size.
6. P&Z should modify the CGBR regulations to reduce build out (FAR) for
commercial space.

DDB4
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RETAINING NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER IN THE CGB
RECOMMENDATION
The Boundaries Sub-Committee recommends that the Planning and Zoning
Commission (“P&Z”) retain the residential character of the Downtown by not
permitting further expansion of the intensive zoning, which could cause the mix to
further infiltrate the downtown residential neighborhoods.
The residential
character of the Downtown should not evolve with additional urban
characteristics. It is important that future development of Mason Street be
guided in a manner not to further the urbanization of the Downtown.
Parameters should be placed on all CGB (Central Greenwich Business) zoning,
to include CGB, CGB-HO (Central Greenwich Business-Historic Overlay),
CGBR–HO (Central Greenwich Business Residential–Historic Overlay) GB
(General Business), and GB-HO (General Business–Historic Overlay) and GBO
(General Business-Office) zoned properties within the CBD’s boundaries to
require residential zoning be included on the third floor.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes – 11; No – 0; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Encourage the development of more residential housing that will create a
more eye appealing “town” with similar density to other local surrounding
developments; architecture consistent with the New England style and
building materials; limiting the height would avoid creating a tunnel effect
on Mason Street.
2. Planning & Zoning should retain the current height limit (not to exceed
three stories or a height of 40 feet) for new residential and commercial
building construction on Mason Street.
3. Onsite parking as stated in current zoning regulations must be required for
residential zones in the CGB on Mason Street.
4. Residential Zone Regulations must not be violated by means of “special
exceptions” or “special permits” granted by the PZBA for individual
properties, which impact and change area uses. These become the
precedents by which other properties gain these same exceptions.
5. Residential structures, such as Virginia Court should not be cited as an
example to exceed size beyond three floors.
6. Central Business District Neighborhoods would be negatively impacted if
“commercial encroachment” is allowed into residential areas.
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STANDARDIZATION OF SIGNAGE
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Board of Selectmen (BOS) develop a standardized
signage policy to address issues such as, but not limited to 1) simplicity of
language, 2) proliferation of signs, 3) locations, and 4) site lines. One
standardized style signage giving multiple locations and or instructions
(Wayfinding) is recommended. Whenever possible, frequently used symbols are
often preferable to words. Costs for Signage should be the responsibility of the
institution for which the sign is manufactured.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/12/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the Recommendation include, but are not limited to the following.
1. Safety is improved when signs are simple, short, and easy to read rapidly.
2. The aesthetic value of attractive signage adds to the beauty of the Town.
3. Currently some organizations have several signs and others are not
allowed to have any. The process of acquiring directional signage is not
immediately apparent by an applicant. Standardized regulations would be
helpful.
4. Wayfinding is an acceptable industry term in signage used within towns.
5. This Recommendation is for future signage and is not an attempt to retool
existing signage.
6. Regulatory signage (i.e., parking and other traffic related) is standardized
at the federal and state level as to placement, color and style. This
Recommendation does not refer to such signage.
7. A proliferation of signs (sign pollution) is dangerous and ugly.

DAC5
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STREET FURNITURE
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that a standard be established for all benches, trash and
recycling receptacles, and newspaper vending kiosks. We support outdoor
dining furniture of small scale which can be removed along with some of the
planters during snow plowing season. Charm is important but pedestrian traffic
can not be blocked.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/26/11 (Yes – 6; No – 2; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The current kiosks and trash/recycling containers seem simple, effective,
attractive and comparatively easy to clean.
2. When the current trash receptacles need to be replaced, additional
research needs to be done with whatever models are available at that
point.
a. Slat designs do not encourage graffiti.
3. A standard bench is needed. The Town green bench is probably as good
as any and is not stolen as often as more expensive models. Backless
benches are less expensive and easier to repair, but this choice will
require a vote:
a. A backless bench – (allows both skateboarding and sleeping)
b. A Bench with a back
c. A Metal or Wood Bench with slats.
4. We suggest that all benches be placed along the building lines facing the
street. Our curbs are already cluttered. Access to parking meters and
cars must be kept clear.
5. We suggest that the regulations should be made flexible to encourage the
"village" atmosphere.
6. A policy should be established regarding “memorial benches” regarding
original purchase, possible end of life replacement, and annual
maintenance costs. It is recommended that the Greenwich Library’s
Policy “endow to care” be reviewed.

MGH1
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TREES
RECOMMENDATION
The Tree Warden is responsible for maintenance, removal, and planting of new
trees in Central Greenwich, including their placement and species. It is
recommended that the Tree Warden conduct regular evaluations of the current
treescape resulting in updated plans which target unhealthy trees, sites for new
plantings and all needed pruning in accordance with the Public Tree Policy. The
Tree Warden will encourage public/private partnerships.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/26/2011 (Yes – 9; No – 0; Abs. 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Greenwich should be Green; trees are an important part of our identity.
2. Our Recommendation supports the goals of the Public Tree Policy.
3. The Tree Warden (of the Town of Greenwich) in collaboration with the
Greenwich Tree Conservancy is committed to raising both awareness and
funds to implement the care of our urban forest.
4. A treescape plan would ensure the aesthetic composition of the Avenue.
5. Provide shade and protection from the wind and improve air quality.
6. Budgetary considerations should include timely pruning, maintenance and
long term health.
7. A green street becomes gray without trees.
8. Neglect and insufficient care generates larger future costs.

DAC1
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VISIBLE BUILDING EXTERIORS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that P&Z require all renovations and new construction complete
the rear sides (with and without) entrances of said buildings. This is particularly
important on Greenwich Avenue where the backs of buildings lead to parking. In
doing so, the rear entrances would become more attractive and aesthetically
pleasing at the cost of the developer. Rather than being a “one street town” the
central business district would widen out to the adjacent and /or perpendicular
streets, putting less stress on Greenwich Avenue commerce.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 5/18/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The Central Business District is Greenwich Avenue plus the adjacent
streets. We should construct, renovate, and maintain the adjoining streets
to encourage pedestrian and vehicular traffic flow.
2. The spine of the Central Business District is Greenwich Avenue, a true
Main Street. The backs or rear sides of the Main Street have largely been
an afterthought, until recently.
3. Traffic on Greenwich Avenue would lessen if customers would find an
attractive back entrance with clean parking areas and rear entrances. By
strengthening the adjacent streets and access through the parking areas
behind the Main Street, more traffic would move to the rear putting less
vehicular stress on Greenwich Avenue.
4. Many building rears appear unsafe and uncleanly resulting in an urban
feel.
5. By incorporating this into the zoning, the cost of such efforts would be
borne by the owner and/or developer, rather than the taxpayer.
6. Greenwich Avenue may become less popular if the adjacent streets tidy
themselves up. Less foot traffic on the Main Street may be deemed a
negative by some merchants.

HBS2
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WINE AND BEER DISTANCE REQUIREMENT
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the license restrictions for serving alcoholic beverages be
eliminated for restaurants that have no bar and whose primary business is to
serve food at tables to customers who are seated.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 3/29/11 (Yes – 7; No – 6; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. A vibrant community is one that encourages economic activity through a
myriad of offerings catering to a diverse consumer base. Regulations with
arbitrary consequences reduce vibrancy and economic vitality.
2. As a resident, we should desire our Town to regulate Land Use, not
Product Specific Use.
3. Community members should not have to choose a restaurant based on
one’s ability to serve wine and beer at table.
4. The regulation puts a premium on pre-existing businesses holding
licenses with little direct rationale from the individual’s perspective.
5. The existing regulation rewards long standing merchants over a single
product (wine and beer), rather than on desirability of the total experience
(quality, ambience, etc) in a restaurant by the town’s residents.
6. The distance of 400 sq. ft. between two non-grandfathered locales is
approximately the size of a football field, a rather arbitrary number. It is
unclear what this distance offers the diner or the resident.
7. The geographic range of the existing regulations results in unintended
consequences that are not inherently beneficial to the community. It
encourages business proliferation at the edges (where zoning changes) or
concentration (via grandfathering) on the lower Avenue.
8. Current grandfathering has resulted in approximately 60% (9 of 15) of the
Avenue’s (direct address) full service restaurants being concentrated in
the lower two blocks. Calculations are from the Report on Retail Mix from
7/1/10 prepared by this committee.
9. After reading the transcript of the October 2010 P&Z hearing it is evident
that the discussion relates largely on the position of the landlords,
variances, parking and other legal points. Little is said on the positives or
the negatives for the community. (Word count calculation and scan.)
10. The Scarlet Letter Sticker – If we are going to regulate product, maybe we
need to alert the community when a particular restaurant has a permit by
offering them a sticker to put on the door entrance. When I frequent a
HBS1
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restaurant, I like to know ahead of time when they will be able to serve; it
may change my decision.
11. It is suggested that P&Z would define “bar” (size, location, etc.) for the
above amendment.
12. Additional fill-in restaurants in the lower Avenue could add to existing
traffic however, the constant change in retail makeup is changing parking
needs. (When the Movie Theater became Apple, the traffic became more
daytime oriented.)
13. Parking will remain a factor until Public Parking all along the Avenue is
addressed. The shift to more daytime parking noted above could balance
out additional full-service restaurants. The net change will be difficult to
measure on the margin from one or two restaurant changes.
14. Future eateries along the Middle and Upper Avenue could flourish in areas
where the distance requirement prohibited them in the past.
15. While the opportunity for more restaurants to open will expand, the
economic decision by a restaurant owner and/or a landlord is not based
solely on the ability to hold a liquor license. We believe that a significant
increase in new restaurants with licenses will not occur due to factors,
such as rents, labor costs, capital investment, landlord restrictions, etc.

HBS1
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EXIT 3 ENTRANCE AND EXIT RAMPS
RECOMMENDATION
The exit and entrance ramps of I95 at exit 3 are Greenwich’s Front Door. The
Town of Greenwich should develop a plan in collaboration with the CT
Department of Transportation to improve the surrounding green space with
landscaping. Additionally, the walkways underneath the I95 highway and Metro
North need to be refurbished and maintained to promote the inter-connective
properties south of the railroad.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes – 10; No - 0; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The current entrance and exit ramps at Exit 3 are neglected.
2. CT DOT has an Adopt a Ramp program catering specifically to this
need. Greenwich should look to participate in such a program.
3. The pedestrian walk along Arch Street under the highway is used as
part of the walking loop, as access to commuter parking and special
event parking at Roger Sherman Baldwin Park. This should be better
connected (sidewalk improvement), clean, and aesthetically improved.
4. This Recommendation fits well into the Pedestrian Network Plan
(JDM2).
RESOURCES
1. Ct Department of Transportation Program -http://www.ct.gov/dot/cwp/view.asp?a=2094&q=259944
http://adoptahighway.net/faqs.html
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GREEN SPACES IN THE CBD
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the Planning and Zoning Commission (“P&Z”) continue the
implementation of the Town’s Open Space Plan by reviewing and modifying the
deed restrictions on Downtown open space to protect parks and traffic circles
within and bordering the perimeter of the Central Business District to define their
importance and to safeguard them from development or commercial
encroachment. The deed restrictions should be filed in the Town’s land records
to establish legally enforceable parameters against inappropriate development.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/18/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
1. The 2009 Plan of Conservation and Development on page i states that:
“The special characteristics of Greenwich are the inherent natural
aesthetics of the landscape; its green and open spaces; pleasant and
diverse parklands, recreational facilities; and coastal and community
activities.”
2. Open space parcels which should be of the greatest concern are: Bruce
Park, Roger Sherman Baldwin Park, Grass Island Park, Havemeyer Field,
Greenwich Commons, William Street Playground, the Ferry Boats Landing
and the Lake Avenue Circle. The foregoing identified parklands should be
added to the Town’s inventory of open spaces to assure their protection
due to their importance in providing valuable open spaces to the Town.
The Town’s Open Space Plan defines “open space” as “land that, for the
most part, is free of buildings and other impervious areas”.
3. These Open Spaces need to have conservation easements or other deed
restrictions placed on them that limit their development use.
4. Flanking the entrance and exit ramps of I-95 are town owned commuter
parking lots which constitute “impervious surfaces” and thus are not Open
Space as defined by the Town of Greenwich. However, these parking lots
i.e., open vistas, offer panoramic views of Long Island Sound. The open
vistas have a calming effect that enhances the combined existing mixed
uses between commercial and residential in the CBD and its
surroundings.
5. The preservation, protection and desirability of the area is due principally
to the efforts of the Town, its benefactors, and its land use agencies over
decades to promote open space policies and to comply with the more
recently established policies and goals of the Federal Government and the
State of Connecticut to preserve and protect the green space and coastal
resources of the State. This legislation includes the Connecticut Coastal
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Management Act (“CCMA”), legislation enacted by the State in the 1970s
and the U.S. Coastal Management Act, Federal legislation enacted by
Congress in 1979.
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GREENWICH COMMON
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Greenwich Commons and the grounds surrounding the
Havemeyer building and the Havemeyer fields be improved to be more inviting
and more usable for our residents. And to execute that we recommend
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

That the hedges fronting the Havemeyer building be eliminated
That paths on the Havemeyer lawns and in the Commons be upgraded
where needed. And that tables, chairs and other park furniture be
added where needed or desired
That the plant materials and trees on the Havemeyer property be
pruned and that the plantings at the two monuments be severely cut
back
That the stone wall fronting the Commons be reduced or eliminated
and the entrances to the Commons be widened
That the large Beech Tree close to the stone wall in the Commons be
pruned and up limbed
That electricity be available in the Commons
That the part of the Commons known as the berm be eliminated
That the Commons bulletin board be moved
That the chain link fences be replaced with low wooden fences or
bollards where chain link fences are not necessary
That the Commons and the buildings on the Havemeyer property be
illuminated

.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/12/11 (Yes – 5; No – 3; Abs. - 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.

DL1A

The Schools Superintendent noted at one of our meetings that he
would like to see the Havemeyer building property upgraded.
The hedges are expensive to maintain and are barriers to letting the
residents use the lawns
Many of the current paths are unsafe and park furniture will make the
park more user friendly. A committee member stated that she thought
there were enough benches. So this language indicates that we want
the new furniture only where needed. It had been frequently
commented upon that the Commons and the Havemeyer grounds are
perfect areas for residents to eat, play chess or checkers and other
park games
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4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

DL1A

The walls in front of the Commons restrict the entrances that should be
more inviting. Currently they are dark and uninviting. The
representative of the Greenwich Police Department suggested that
eliminating the wall would increase safety at night
The tree as it now exists blocks the park from view, blocks the light and
makes the park dark
There are no electrical outlets in the Commons and wires have to be
pulled from the Havemeyer building when needed for events
The berm blocks the light, and much like the Beech tree, makes the
park dark. It was originally put there to prevent pick up soccer games
from being played there. Surely if that becomes a problem, park
furniture can do the same.
The bulletin board as currently situated is hard to read and with new
and wider entrances will be an obstacle.
There are a number of chain link fences that can be replaced with
more attractive barriers that will perform the same function.
Lighting will make the park more useful and reduce the incidence of
vandalism as suggested by the representative of the Greenwich Police
Department.
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Horseneck, Island Beach and Soundview Parking Lots
RECOMMENDATION
With the establishment of the Temporary Fire Station at Horseneck forthcoming,
we recommend the Town utilize this period to comprehensively study the
Horseneck and Island Beach parking lots as to usage and traffic flow. Upon the
completion of the Central Fire Station, the Town should upgrade the commuter
lots by introducing tree islands, repaving, and adding appropriate landscaping.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/18/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
1. Set in key locations by I95 Exit 3 entrance and exit ramps, a focus
should be made to beautify the three parking lots.
2. The three parking lots should be made more attractive through the
removal of unused poles located at individual parking spaces, clearer
and more attractive demarcation of parking spaces, and coordinated
signage.
3. The Island Beach parking lot location, adjacent to the waterfront is a
focal area and necessary town amenity for its residents. Efforts should
be made to improve this facility for both commuter use and parking
needs associated with the Bruce Museum, Roger Sherman Baldwin
Park and Island Beach event use.

HBS20
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ROGER SHERMAN BALDWIN PARK
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend implementing the walking loop in the Roger Sherman Baldwin
Park designed originally by F. Olmsted Jr. and recently updated. This walking
loop, running the entire perimeter of the Park would begin at the brick entrance
west of the Arch Street teen center.
Improvements in the plantings, park signage, the addition of trees in the parking
areas and additional benches and picnic tables would create an appealing park
for passive recreation.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes – 11; No - 0; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. A perimeter walking loop is a well accepted feature that encourages
patterned pedestrian traffic.
2. There are existing benches along the foreseen walking loop already.
3. A walking perimeter loop would not detract from having any events
such as Shakespeare on the Sound, the Concours D’Elegance, Adopt
A Dog, or concerts at the location.
4. The walking loop as described would fit nicely into the Pedestrian
Network (JDM2)
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BICYCLE RACKS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Town begin a coordinated plan to add bicycle racks of
an approved design throughout the Central Business District. These bicycle
racks should be strategically placed throughout the CBD including public parking
lots and adjacent streets to Greenwich Avenue. We do NOT support bike racks
directly on Greenwich Avenue sidewalks as they would impede pedestrian flow
on a street with a steep slope.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/7/2011 (Yes – 9; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Attractive and tidy bicycle racks send a positive message to the
community that we respect and promote all types of vehicular
transportation.
2. There are a limited number of bicycles racks currently in the CBD.
3. A multi-year plan to implement the process using fed/state and local
funding is possible and should be encouraged.
4. Locations for bicycle racks should be evaluated as to location, proximity to
intersections, with respect to general traffic flow and needs of those using
such transportation.
5. Bike racks are important elements where connections to other modes of
transportation are located.
6. Bikers will resort to chaining their bicycles to Street Signs as shown in the
picture attached.
7. This is a situation where if the Town does not provide bike racks, the
bicycle riders will simply chain their bicycles to other street elements.
8. If we allow bike racks on directly on the sidewalks of Greenwich Avenue,
we will encourage a possibly dangerous situation. The slope of the
Avenue, combined with the 2 lane southbound traffic flow and diagonal
parking, is not safe.
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PICTURES

Picture taken on 6/8; corner of Arch and Greenwich Avenue.
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BOLLARDS
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that Bollards in appropriate style for a New England town be
used in the Central Business District where their use will keep vehicular traffic
clear of pedestrians, and where bollards can replace chain link fences and rails.
Such an element would add to the streetscape from a design perspective and
provide continuity on public property. Bollards are currently prescribed by safety
enforcement groups.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/12/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Bollards are rigid posts that can be arranged in a line to close a road or
path to vehicles above a certain width and to separate traffic from
pedestrians.
2. Bollards incorporate a clean design and meet a functional need. A variety
of styles are able.
3. This would become another reoccurring element in the downtown
streetscape and add to the Town’s character while at the same time
improving pedestrian safety.
4. There are currently bollards on Greenwich Town Property; however, they
differ in style and in condition.
a. The new Public Safety Complex
b. The pedestrian crosswalk at Railroad Avenue – a traditional design
c. Havemeyer South Parking Lot – wooden
d. Benedict North Parking Lot – modern grey stone/cement
5. Bollards are prescribed by Town of Greenwich Safety Enforcement
professionals.
6. There are numerous bollard designs ranging from contemporary to more
traditional styles. A bollard design should be chosen with professional
input and utilized in the Central Business District.
7. Various locations would be served better with a bollard design to prohibit
vehicular traffic into property edges.
8. Removable bollards allow access for service and emergency vehicles.
9. Bollards and other street furniture are used to control parking onto
sidewalks.
10. There are areas in the Central Business District where bollards would
provide a safe option in lieu of existing chain link fences and rails.
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11. Decorative bollards may be placed in an area to enhance the landscape
as a form of outdoor public sculpture, especially where people gather such
as parks and/or a waterfront.
12. Design elements on public property (street furniture, trash receptacles,
street lights, signage, etc.) are integral in creating a welcoming community
feel. We are losing the opportunity to create such a character-adding
element by not choosing one style.
13. Currently, there are a few design types around town on public property,
albeit all of different styles.
14. By adopting such elements, we could encourage private property owners
to adopt the same elements and continue the character-adding feature
onto private properties in the Central Business District.
RESOURCES
http://www.wbdg.org/resources/bollard.php

The City of Stirling, Washington in 2002 conducted a cost benefit analysis comparing Tanolith Pine post and
rail barriers with dome-type bollards for use as barriers around all reserves in the city–a $2.5 million
investment. The following points summarize why bollards were selected:

• Capital costs for bollards and rails were similar
• Maintenance costs for rails were markedly higher
• Replacement frequency for posts and rails is higher
• Bollards provide less access restriction for walkers and prams
• Bollards provide better visual access to reserves
• Post and rail fencing is a higher trip risk in poor light conditions
• Bollards provide for easier grass maintenance
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BULB-OUTS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the bulbouts (aka bumpouts) planned for Greenwich Avenue as
built at the Grigg Street intersection should be constructed at only two opposite
corners of the intersections at 1) Lewis Street, and 2) East and West Elm Streets.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/7/11 (Yes – 7; No – 2; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The bulb-outs provide increased safety by narrowing the crossing for
pedestrians.
2. A shorter crosswalk is particularly preferable for seniors and those with
handicaps.
3. The bulb-outs reduce the speed of traffic which is a positive on a
pedestrian-heavy street.
4. The placement of streetlights in the bump-outs would improve the
illumination on the sidewalk and intersection at the pedestrian crosswalks.
5. The bulb-outs provide “small parks” on the Street, adding to the green
space and the beauty of the Avenue.
6. Bulb-outs will slow the pace of vehicular traffic.
7. DPW has a completed pilot of the bulb-out at Grigg Street. They have
experience in the installation as well as maintenance, including snow
removal.
8. We recommend 4 bulb-outs:
o East Corner @ Lewis – North Side
o West Corner @ Lewis – North Side
o Corner @ East Elm – North Side
o Corner @ West Elm – North Side
9. The Engineering Department will be responsible for determining the exact
sites.
10. The added bulb-outs would probably remove 4 parking spaces, one at
each location. This number needs to be confirmed by DPW after review
of the exact sites.
11. Several prior studies completed by consultants have recommended this
feature.
12. There are added benefits of safety and increased green space which may
override the loss of several parking spaces at those three intersections.
13. The horticultural care of bulb-outs by the Parks Department will be slightly
increased.
DAC2
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14. The highway department has design suggestions which with not disturb
the ability to plow snow effectively.
PICTURES

Elm Street Intersection – Large No Parking Section Exists where Bulb-out would
be placed. Anticipate no loss of parking spaces based on current site conditions.

Lewis Street – Smaller space may necessitate loss of 2 parking spaces.
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BUS SHELTERS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the Town continue to add bus shelters of an approved design
throughout the Central Business District. The Town should take advantage of
state and local funding opportunities whenever available.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/7/11 (Yes – 7; No – 2; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Standardized bus shelters are important in encouraging public
transportation.
2. Attractive, tidy and clean bus shelters send a positive signage to the
community that we respect and promote public transportation.
3. There are only 4 bus shelters in place of a 2005 approved design in place
in Greenwich. This pilot program which was initiated in 2005 needs to be
extended through coordinated efforts with federal and state programs.
4. In 2011, the Town will be receiving funds through a 80/20 funding program
with the state and regional municipals to install 4 shelters. These funds
need to be utilized as stipulated by September 2011. If they are not used,
the funds will revert back to the state/federal government.
5. The style of the proposed bus shelter under the Summer 2011 plan is very
similar to the design which was previously approved.
6. Under the program, the Town of Greenwich will prepare four pads
(grading/cement etc.) in 4 designated locations to receive the bus shelter
unit. These 4 pads will represent the 20% funding that Greenwich will
provide. The state will assemble/install the said units.
7. Locations for bus shelters should be evaluated as to location, proximity to
intersections, with respect to general traffic flow and needs of those using
such transportation. There are approximately 20 potential spots and 4
locations will be chosen by DPW and program coordinators.
8. Whenever possible, bus stops and shelters should be placed in cut-outs or
jogs, so that normal flow of vehicular traffic is not affected.
9. The Town should request more such funding in following years, if it is
made available.
10. Current locations are in consideration now. DPW will be able to advise as
to location and timing.
11. A future study of use and placement should be initiated to review the
current activity and use around existing bus shelters.
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12. We recommend that bus schedules be appropriately placed and visible
within the shelter.
13. We do NOT wish to see advertising in the shelter.
PICTURES

Supplied by Greenwich DPW
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COORDINATED TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the Town provide cohesive information for transportation
alternatives. Such information should include all public transportation options
and be available on the Town website and at key locations such as the Chamber
of Commerce and town buildings.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes – 10; No - 0; Abs – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. After our joint meeting with the TC, it is apparent that more coordination
between public transportation services needs to be made. This
recommendation is to support the TC in their efforts.
2. Congestion at the Greenwich Railroad Station is high with all offerings
stopping there. Coordinated efforts are aimed to reduce congestion and
improve pedestrian and vehicular flow.
3. Placards at key stops exist however; route information does not exist.
4. There are many different public transportation offerings in Greenwich.
5. Regional
i. I-Bus
6. CT
i. 11A & 11B
7. Greenwich Central
i. TAG
ii. Greenwich Office Park
8. To encourage use, improved coordinated information needs to be
distributed via different modes including
9. Internet
10. Placards at Key Route Locations

LJ3
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DECORATIVE STREET LIGHTING
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend maintaining the existing decorative streetscape lighting in the
CBD. The decorative street lights need to be maintained, evaluated and
upgraded when appropriate. Abutting tree limbs should be pruned to maximize
illumination. We also recommend the evaluation of possible additional street
lights on Greenwich Avenue where the illumination may be insufficient. A plan
should be implemented to continue the decorative street light patterning onto
adjacent streets when the opportunity presents itself.
TIMELINE
Post discussion A Final Vote was taken on 10/3/11 (Yes- 8; No – 2; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The existing street light posts are attractive and fit into the character of our
main street.
2. The existing street light heads (58) are on schedule to be replaced in the
summer 2011 with an LED alternative. Continual bulb outages have
plagued the existing heads and CL&P is providing the Town with an
upgrade. The new LED heads should provide a larger swath of light.
(The technology difference between candle power and lumens is noted in
the excerpt below.)
3. The Tree Warden is currently pruning the trees on Greenwich Avenue,
which should increase the illumination of the existing lights.
4. As part of a safety review, it was noted the recorded pedestrian accidents
(2006-2010) prove that the overwhelming number of accidents occurs in
the middle of the day. (One p.m. has the most volume.) There are very
few night accidents (1) on record.
5. There are a few locations on Greenwich Avenue which can be labeled as
black spots. Costs to install additional lighting where needed by both
parties (CL&P and the Town). With these estimates in place, an
implementation schedule could be made to install these selected
locations.
6. If the separate recommendation for bumpouts is executed, we suggest
relocating the street lights into the bumpouts to increase illumination at the
intersections.
7. A Background Summary of the 3 Meetings which included CL&P
representatives and various interested Town administration and residents
between July 2010 and July 2011 follows this Recommendation.
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8. There is a concern that the illumination in the intersections is lacking.
Post the installation of the new LED heads and the pruning, an evaluation
should be made.
RESOURCES
The Difference Between Candle Power and Lumens
Here's the short (but somewhat deceptive) answer: 1 candlepower = 12.57 lumens. But in order
to interpret that statement, you need to understand that candlepower and lumens do not actually
measure the same thing.
Candlepower is most useful as a measure of illumination in a particular direction, while lumens
are most useful as a measure of total illumination. The conversion above is saying that a light
source shining with 1 candlepower in all directions would produce 12.57 lumens.
Imagine you're in a dark room with just a thin beam of sunlight shining through a tiny opening
between heavy curtains. That beam represents high candlepower, but modest lumens. You
wouldn't want to look straight into the direction it's coming from, even though the sunbeam
doesn't brighten the whole room much. On the other hand, a table lamp could brighten the room
much more than that sunbeam, even though it's not nearly as bright as the sun when you look
directly at it. That lamp represents high lumens, but modest candlepower. See the difference?
If you'd like to know more, has a look at this article, "Measuring Light Intensity":
http://www.energybooks.com/pdf/D1150.pdf
Oh, and if you're mathematically inclined, the origin of the factor 12.57 is simple--it's actually just
4*pi. That's also the basis for the number 8% in the "Candlepower" section of the article I cited,
because 1/12.57 = 8%.
….. Candle power (properly called candela) measures the brightest part of the beam. Lumens
integrate the candlepower at each angle and give the total light emitted. If you are trying to light
up a room, lumens are what counts. If you are trying to throw light a long way, and small spot size
or beam angle is acceptable, candlepower is what counts.
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Decorative Street Lighting
Background Information
July 2010 Meeting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light poles and heads are owned by CL&P
The current light model head was one of two choices at the time. This
model has been problematic at numerous locations (approx. 6-8 according
to some participants) have never worked since installation.
The existing model is very susceptible to changes in voltage. This is due
to the design.
The existing model cannot be adjusted and or dimmed. Newer models
can.
Replacement parts appear to be an issue.
Note that the poles are in good condition and should be reusable with any
new head chosen.
The newer LED model that CL&P would like Greenwich to change to and
which is currently in use around the country is able to regulate the voltage
internally, its light can be re-directed or adjusted, and requires about 50%
less electric.

December 2010 Meeting
•
•
•

Cooper Lighting presented three engineering lighting plans to highlight the
differences in illumination
As part of a Sample Program 6 LED heads have been installed at the
south end of the Avenue. Test pilot LED's were installed on pole numbers
496, 497, 498, 1611, 1612 and 1613 for evaluation.
A discussion of pruning and care of the trees in the CBD was had.
Existing Christmas lights need to be removed to properly prune trees
which will allow for increased illumination of the existing lights.

March 2011 Meeting
• Short term focus - CL&P agreed to make street lights work by replacing
heads of the street lights to a LED technology model with greater
reliability.
• Short term focus - The Town Tree Warden agreed to prune the trees on
Greenwich Avenue and remove the Christmas Lights as requested once
removal of lights is approved.
• Long term focus - Create a coordinated protocol to maintain the lights
properly, develop a master plan of the CBD outlining where additional
lighting is warranted and desired and develop a procedure (timeframe and
budget) to implement this plan to add street lights where necessary and
desired in the central business district.
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Text of March 30, 2011 follow up email from Stephen Silver, CL&P
•
•
•
•

HBS8

CL&P will order 58 new Premium Decorative Lighting (PDL) heads with
Light Emitting Diode (LED)
CL&P will Replace existing 58 decorative light heads with LEDs and install
by July 31, 2011
Town of Greenwich & CL&P will evaluate and consider next steps which
will include addressing street light safety issues and the possibility of
installing brush aluminum cobrahead lights.
Town of Greenwich will identify dark areas and develop a strategy to
install new PDLs as needed. Town of Greenwich will inform CL&P of any
future plans for additional sites if applicable
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OVERHEAD UTILITY WIRES
RECOMMENDATION
We encourage that the utility companies tidy the existing Overhead Utility Lines
and consider, whenever possible, the burying of the Overhead Utility Lines on
various streets adjacent to Greenwich Avenue in the Central Business District at
the utility companies and/or property owners expense.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/12/11 (Yes – 9; No – 0; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The process of continually adding lines and/or replacing lines has resulted
in unsightly spaghetti strings on the adjacent side streets.
2. Utility wires on Greenwich Avenue and the Post Road between Mason
and Field Point Road are buried. The rest of the CBD has largely
overhead utility wires.
3. The current state of overhead utility lines on key streets in the CBD is
unattractive and getting progressively worse. Utility companies are quick
to add new lines/cables when necessary and leaving previous connections
up and in the air.
4. Specific connections on utility poles and to respective buildings need to be
tidied up for safety reasons. Low-hanging wires pose a dangerous
condition.
5. The large green utility boxes that are located throughout Town are a clear
indication that various lines are going underground. (They tend to “sit” on
24” concrete pedestals.) So, there appears to be reasoning for the Utility
Cos. to bury when appropriate.
6. Environmentalists are conflicted over buried wires vs. overhead wires.
There are pros and cons to both. The decision to bury or not should take
into account 1) safety, 2) cost, 3) environmental impacts on drainage,
underground streams, wetlands, vegetation, etc. and 4) aesthetics.
7. Many factors play into any decision to bury utility wires, including topography,
accessibility, cost and who bears the burden. In the case of new
construction, underground appears to be happening. Can this be required
by P&Z?
The subdivision regulations require underground utilities
including electrical lines. The thought being this is new
land development with excavation etc and there is no
existing line in front of the individual lots, so it makes
sense...In commercial zones, we do not require underground
wiring in the regulations..the thought here is that the
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lines are already existing in front of the property and
the cost to the owner to bury the lines is very
expensive...but many of them do bury the lines from the
street to the buildings..Since the utility lines are in
the town's row, the question is how can the town require
CL&P or anyone else to bury the lines in the Town's
ROW...what legal basis would the town have? (DFox)

8. Cost – See Email Exchange with CL&P Representative for Cost and Other
Variables at the end of this document.
9. The First Selectman has stressed the need for power reliability in the
aftermath of the 2011 outages. In the process of improving the electrical
grid throughout Town, CL&P needs to work closely with Town
administration, private property owners and other affected parties in
delivering a safe and reliable service whether above- or underground.
10. Overhead spaghetti wires get out of control without any organized effort to
curtail it.
11. Putting utility wires underground is an expensive undertaking. There are
communities where it is being done as it improves safety and aesthetics
and usually lessens the tree/storm damage.
12. Greenwich’s aging underground infrastructure and natural features (i.e.,
brooks and underground streams in the CBD) may require extensive
feasibility studies.
RESOURCES
___________________________________________
From City-Data.com
Many cities have established underground utility districts in central business areas,
to retrofit and convert overhead utilities to underground utilities. This improves the
appearance of central business districts, but does not come cheap. In the past, much
of the funding was provided by states or the feds for "downtown redevelopment", but
with budget deficits soaring, these redevelopment funds are probably long gone. The
city normally provides the cost of trenching and backfill. The utility companies are
required to install new conduit and cables and pedestals at their cost (passed along
to customers). Local businesses or homeowners are required to install new power
meters that can accept a conduit feed from below, and the new power meter then
needs to be re-connected to the house wiring.
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PICTURES

__________________________________________________________________

Email Exchange with Todd Blosser of CL&P –
Please see the response from Todd Blosser at C L & P on the above
subject:
Peter/Carol:
In response to your question, converting the current overhead
electrical distribution system to underground is a costly and intricate
process. Here are some concerning factors:
Cost
The cost of an underground system is approximately four times the
amount of overhead:
§
Overhead - $800,000 per mile
§
Underground - $3.6 million per mile
An underground system is more costly to operate and maintain:
Difficult to restore outages due to the inability to visually locate
problems with underground lines. Converting to an underground system
will cost each home owner / business owner approximately $1,500 to
change their current service connection from overhead to underground
Intricacy - Cable and other utilities using the poles may experience
difficulty when utilizing the infrastructure to serve potential
customers
Clearing of a right of way, possibly including tree removal along
the path of the underground lines.
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With that said, all of the above cost would be at the expense of the
requesting customers.

If there are additional questions or concerns, please contact my
office.
Thank you.
Todd M. Blosser
Director - Southern Division Operations
Connecticut Light & Power Company
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PEDESTRIAN NETWORK PLAN
RECOMMENDATION
A pedestrian route in the Central Business District should be encouraged as both
a functional and recreational means to enhance activities such as walking,
jogging, and hiking. A more environmentally friendly network and atmosphere
which will also improve safety should be developed.
We recommend completing sidewalk networks, creating walkways to connect
prime Greenwich landmarks, buildings and sites to public sidewalks, and
increasing the opportunities for pedestrians to cross streets safely.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/12/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Walking/non-motorized travel can help develop a sense of community,
encourage the patronage of local business, reduce noise and pollution,
and improve the health of residents.
2. Walking may be currently more dangerous than necessary, which
discourages non-motorized travel and imposes economic costs on the
community. Therefore, walking should be made safer by including
handrails and lighting.
3. Pedestrian access to train should be improved.
4. It is important to provide facilities to improve pedestrian safety for people
who cannot or do not want to drive.
5. The pedestrian walkway would provide a sense of linkage to separate
locations along Greenwich Avenue and its environs.
6. The pedestrian network could provide an attractive introduction/venue as
an “entrance to Greenwich”.
7. The pedestrian walkway could be promoted and its use encouraged and
publicized by developing special maps and signage of the network.
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ROAD MEDIANS
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that a Road Median Design with stone and/or block be
standardized where plantings and shrubbery fail to flourish.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 5/18/11 (Yes - 10; No – 0; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Road Medians are also known as Street Medians and Islands.
2. There are Street Medians in the Central Business District which should be
filled in with an attractive, long-wearing material such as a stone or paver.
3. There are numerous locations in the CBD where the Medians are
neglected and unattractive.
4. Existing tree stumps are being left in an unsightly fashion.
5. Weeds are allowed to grow and then occasionally weed-wacked when
necessary.
6. Lack of good quality soil, road salt in colder season, lack of care, and auto
emissions makes plantings in street medians difficult to grow. Few shrubs
have not been able to survive in select locations.
7. Trees should be planted when space permits and the median design
should incorporate the trees. Set distances for tree openings should be
established to allow the tree to flourish.
8. There are numerous examples of street medians in contrasting material
locally and in neighboring towns. Some are raised and others flushed with
the road bed. (Greenwich Library has a flushed median at the Dearfield
entrance.) We should study the examples and chose one which would be
proper for the location.
9. Filling in such Street Medians will be less costly from a ongoing
maintenance perspective as it is less labor intensive.
10. Care should be given in standardizing the Street Medians so that
snowplowing can still be easily accomplished. (This point is only
important in the “flush” design.)
11. The Street Medians will continue to be garbage receptacles.
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PICTURES
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SIDEWALKS & CROSSWALKS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that standardization of patterns be established for sidewalks and
concrete, rather than asphalt, be utilized for crosswalks. In addition, all in-ground
dirt areas not containing trees should be replaced with pavement. For sidewalks,
a square or rectangular pattern as opposed to the swirl alternative is
recommended as well as one size pattern and one color which would continue
from the buildings to the curbs, due to the variety of widths on the Greenwich
Avenue.
Where possible, we encourage landlords or tenants place appropriately sized
planters of their own choosing outside their establishments on their own
properties, plant and maintain them in the summer and remove them in the
winter.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/7/11 (Yes - 10, No - 0, Abs – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Previous studies and recommendations from the Public Works
Department have all recommended paver type patterns.
2. DPW reports that straight lines are very much simpler to install and to fix
than the swirl pattern which requires design assistance from the
Engineering Department.
3. The swirl pattern often becomes deformed and cracked, thus becoming
hazardous and unkempt and more expensive to maintain. The mix of
squares and swirls is visually jarring, especially where patches, utility
connections and basement exits are all present within small areas.
4. Tree installation and care is easier with simpler and smaller scale sidewalk
patterns.
5. For crosswalks, stamped and painted concrete is suggested over asphalt
which tends to bleed out and although less expensive, does not hold up as
well.
6. In-ground planters without trees which are surrounded by Belgian block,
bricks or other edgings create a hazard for snow plowing as well as for
tripping.
7. Dirt planters attract cigarettes, litter and dogs and are seldom if ever
cleaned by landlords, tenants, shopkeepers or overscheduled Town
employees.
8. Planters purchased by tenants or landlords tend to be maintained.
DAC6
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9. Future development and renovation of the Avenue should result in
standardized sidewalks being rebuilt since with renovation costs can be
pushed to the developer.
10. Costs to repair sidewalks can achieve some economies of scale by setting
a guideline/standard and will save money in the long term.
11. Removal of in-ground planter spaces will cost considerably less for the
Parks Department, due to reduced maintenance cost.
12. Removal of in-ground planters, many of which have curbings, will simplify
snow plowing.

DAC6
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THROUGH-BLOCK PEDESTRIAN CORRIDORS
BETWEEN BUILDINGS
RECOMMENDATION
When feasible, create through-block pedestrian corridors between buildings,
especially in areas connecting to parking lots behind the buildings on Greenwich
Avenue, to promote pedestrian circulation throughout the downtown. Design
such connections to be visually interesting, safe, and accessible to pedestrians.
These corridors should be handicap accessible, well lighted, and appropriately
landscaped. Possible design elements could include bollards, planters or similar
elements to add interest.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 9/12/11 (Yes – 10; No – 0; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Mid-block crossings connecting Greenwich Avenue to parking lots behind
the buildings encourage both auto and pedestrian traffic to circulate off the
Avenue.
2. Pedestrian corridors provide protected pedestrian circulation and avoid
conflicts with cars.
3. Attractive pedestrian corridors would break up the streetscape of buildings
and provide air and light.
4. Attractively designed corridors provide additional opportunity for street
furniture and plantings in areas where the sidewalk/planting strip on
Greenwich Avenue. may be restricted.
5. Pedestrian corridors would add visual interest and function along the
streetscape.
6. Possible design elements could include street or accent lighting,
decorative paving, appropriate wayfaring signage and similar elements to
add interest.
7. Ownership of corridors and maintenance.
8. Encouraging corridors in new development may reduce retail square
footage.

PICTURES
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HAVEMEYER BUILDING
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Town Governing and Planning entities representing the
community at large address the condition, the use of, and the future potential for
the Havemeyer Building.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/7/11 (Yes - 6, No - 3, Abs – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The Havemeyer building is in need of restoration and or renovation.
2. The monies required for such renovation and/or restoration
continue to escalate annually.
3. The town needs to evaluate the feasibility of such a renovation in its
own capital budgeting.
4. The current use of the building as an administrative office for the
BOE is inefficient. Built originally as a school, its current functional
use as office space is sorely mismatched with the building’s
potential.
5. Over the past years, numerous attempts at relocation by the BOE
have been stymied by budget constraints and changes in
leadership.
6. By not acting now, the community at large loses the opportunity to
develop a valuable asset for the entire Greenwich community.
7. With inevitable increasing construction costs, the rehabilitation of
the building will only cost the Town more down the road.

LJ5
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REPURPOSING OF BUILDINGS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the repurposing of town-owned buildings in the Central
Business District be considered as part of a fact based approach when
evaluating a building’s long term value and how it can fit in more usefully with the
Town’s vision of the future.
TIMELINE
Post Discussion a Final Vote was taken on 11/18/11 (Yes – 7; No – 3; Abs. – 0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. To preserve the unique quality of life of the community and seek to
maintain or improve it.
2. To make the best use of what the Town already has
3. To solve or improve space needs
4. To provide for a community “focal point”
5. To have the potential to help revitalize and add to the livability of the
Downtown area
6. To provide the opportunity for a mix of uses
7. To demonstrate a vision and plan for long term stewardship of the
buildings and the site
8. Responsible, realistic, and cost effective recommendations that will
serve the Town’s present and future space and building needs with
the guidelines of the Town’s long term plan
9. Due diligence regarding structural condition, building mechanics,
current uses, constraints, disclosure data, and other pertinent
information should be considered - an engineering and architectural
study could be done to evaluate possible uses
10. Consolidation of buildings may provide operational and financial
efficiency
11. Cost/benefit analysis should be done of each building - needs to be
cost effective - Town finances are primary consideration - should have
a sensitivity to operational cost and decreasing taxpayer’s financial
exposure - could lead to a more streamlined government/use of
property - should be feasible and financial viable
12. Communication and community engagement are important to success
- should be best suited to the long term interest of the community there should be a strategy to attract community input and feedback
13. Should be compatible with the surrounding neighborhood - could have
a convenient pedestrian connection to walkways
JDM5
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14. Public-Private Partnerships with all stakeholders may present a
challenge as well an opportunity

JDM5
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SENIOR SPACE IN THE CBD
THE RECOMMENDATION
We recommend the Town and the Commission on Aging identify adequate space
in the Central Business District to support the health, nutrition, and well-being of
its seniors. Such space would become the heart of our Town-wide services. It
would allow the COA to consolidate programming and services that require
coordination in a central location and be accessible by public and private
transportation.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 6/15/11 (Yes – 10; No - 0; Abs – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Significant increases in the aging population and changes in senior
appropriate programming require additional and more multiply
functional space.
2. The senior center of the future needs to be accessible to the areas of
senior housing concentration and provide a variety of services:
a. naturally occurring retirement communities/housing
b. public housing
c. senior services such as education, counseling, senior
employment services, SeniorNet,
d. social services specific to Town Government.
3. There are features in the Old Town Hall which would be significantly
altered or limited if they were updated to be in compliance with current
building codes, i.e. the existing front staircase would need to be
enclosed to meet current fire code.
a. The current SC has inadequate space; its plumbing, heating
and cooling are outdated.
b. The current SC is not handicap accessible.
c. The bathrooms are not ADA compliant.
d. The elevator is antiquated and unreliable.
e. The kitchen facilities are outdated; renovation of the existing
kitchen has been consciously postponed pending the decision
of the best use of the building.
4. Current demands on parking and mass transportation drop off will
require a thoughtful solution to serve the senior population.

LJ1
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5. The expected growth of seniors has already begun. The impact
is evident in the numbers participating in the current
programming and the demand on the already limited space.
6. Bathrooms, flooring and lighting are in need of immediate
repair.

LJ1
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TOWN OF GREENWICH
PARKS AND RECREATION BUILDINGS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend repurposing the Department of Parks and Recreation’s building
located adjacent to the Greenwich Ferry facility for another Community use which
maximizes this wonderful waterfront location and whose function is one for the
entire Greenwich community.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes – 11; No - 0; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. This recommendation is subject to the relocation of the Department’s
current operation located at this facility.
2. The location – on the waterfront – makes this a unique opportunity.
3. The existing single-story building and associated garages, with small
high windows, could be renovated to take advantage the view.
4. The town has seen successful re-purposing in the past such as the Old
Pump House on the Mianus River. The renovation of that particular
building took full advantage of the waterfront location.
5. A possible plaza and or patio adjacent to a renovated building along
the water’s edge would be a wonderful add-on amenity to the Roger
Sherman Baldwin Park.
6. This building’s purpose should be one that the whole Community – its
residents – benefits from. It should not be used solely as a warehouse
or for administrative purposes. It is too special.

HBS14
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GREENWICH COMMON TOILET
RECOMMENDATION
That a well maintained toilet be placed in the Commons somewhere between the
Commons and the playing fields
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/12/11 (Yes – 6; No – 3; Abs. – 1).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. Objections raised at the August 30 meeting
a. That it was not needed
b. That it would become an attractive nuisance at night
c. That it would not be properly maintained
2. Comments on the objections:
a. Most people think it is needed. The Parks and Recreation director
suggested it and said that providing bathroom facilities was a
problem in the park and playing fields.
b. As the park facilities close at sundown the objection concerning
attractive nuisance is not a major problem. And if the buildings in
the park are illuminated as recommended, the potential is minor. I
believe the representative from the Greenwich Police Department
was in agreement (DL).
c. It is certainly true that some bathrooms are not well maintained.
The solution is better maintenance which is doable (many of our
public toilets are well maintained) The problem of maintenance is
solvable and should not be a bar to a needed facility

DL4
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Town of Greenwich encourage, where appropriate,
Public-Private Partnerships as a cooperative venture to develop projects,
services, or facilities for the general public, subject to the described conditions.
CONDITIONS
If Town resources (employees or assets) are being utilized, the proponents must
strictly adhere to all Charter requirements, state and federal regulations,
accounting regulations, union contract terms, pension fund requirements,
department budgets, and other similar requirements. The operating cost of such
a project proposed for partnership must be evaluated in advance and, if
appropriate, future funding for operations, including staffing, be provided. All
approvals for such partnerships and their management by the Town must be
secured in advance and with full transparency. Performance bonds, letters of
credit or other forms of credit enhancement should be provided if Town
properties are to be utilized.
TIMELINE
Post discussion a Final Vote was taken on 10/24/11 (Yes–10; No–0; Abs.–0).
DISCUSSION POINTS
Our reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The Town of Greenwich may benefit from the expertise and resources of
the private sector.
2. The skills and assets (resources) of both the private and public sectors will
be shared.
3. Project risk may be spread across both the public and private partners.
4. PPP’s may serve as one of the means to provide for the delivery of assets
and related services to the community when there may be financial
restraints/limitations.
5. The public sector may be able to benefit from workplace efficiencies and
newer technologies found in the private sector.
6. The PPP may reduce public capital investment.
7. Contracts between public and private parties should address agreements
related to funding, planning, building, operation, maintenance, and
divestiture.
8. Contracts need to be detailed and enforceable.
9. The PPP needs strong leadership and stakeholder support.

JDM4/HBS10
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10. Project risk regarding financial and operational aspects needs to be
evaluated.
11. The PPP may improve cost effectiveness.
12. The PPP may improve service to the community.
13. The PPP may share risk.
14. The PPP may reduce development risk.

JDM4/HBS10
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SPECIAL SERVICES DISTRICT
RECOMMENDATION
A Special Services District (SSD) does not have the advocacy required to obtain
Town of Greenwich support. If Central Business District (CBD) property owners
want to promote the preservation, enhancement, protection and development of
the economic health of the CBD, or if Town resources for operations and capital
improvements in the CBD diminish, a group of property owners, or a group such
as the Chamber of Commerce, could provide leadership for formation of a SSD.
CONDITIONS AND ISSUES
Potential Special Services District - Within Central Business District Boundaries:
Parcels
Type
Improve. SF
Value $
Taxes $
336
Commercial
3,835,870 2,586,419.300
18,305,900
171
501(C)(3)1
318,489
260,815,100
1,845,9711
1
1
16 Town of Grch
561,699
296,092,400
2.095,6531
6 Buildings
Res. Condos
1

Above 501(C)(3) and Town of Greenwich properties are not paying the property taxes shown in the Tax $ column. They
should be paying sewer taxes.

Once an advocacy group has the support of CBD property owners for the
formation of a Special Services District, the group should request the
establishment of a Committee under the direction of the First Selectman’s Office.
The Committee should include the Town Attorney, Comptroller, Town Assessor,
Commissioner of Public Works, Town Planner, Director of Parking Services, a
member each from the Board of Estimate and Taxation and Representative
Town Meeting, and representatives of the advocacy group.
1. The state enabling legislation is found in Chapter 105a*, Municipal Special
Services Districts, Sec. 7-339m–7-339t.
2. A SSD can have powers to sue or be sued, to hold land, to contract, to
borrow money, to recommend to the RTM to tax the SSD body, to own
and operate property, and to provide other municipal type of services.
3. The enabling legislation permits establishment of a SSD by ordinance
which requires at minimum Selectman and RTM approvals, and possible
BET. A SSD has powers provided by the enabling legislation that may
conflict with or may not be permitted by Town Charter and home rule.
4. To establish a SSD, a majority of owners of properties within the SSD as
well as a majority of the owners whose assessments constitute more than
one-half of the total assessments for all taxable interests within the CBD
must affirm support. Sec. 7-339p describes alternative for districts or subDDB5
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districts or different categories of land, and derivatives of these
alternatives.
5. The existing Parking Fund is the Town’s only revolving fund, and is
enabled by Town Charter, Article 11. It is probable, if a parking related
function is included in a SSD that Charter changes would be required as
the CBD does not conform to the Downtown Parking District. The Parking
Fund’s revenues are available for Town wide use for parking compliance,
and traffic and parking related public works department functions and
services. The CBD is wholly within the Town’s Sewer District, which is
enabled by Town Charter, Article 16.
Discussion Points
Reasons for the recommendations include but are not limited to the following:
1. The POCD states on page 28, “it is recommended that Greenwich
consider working with Downtown property owners and businesses to
create a Special Services District (similar to the one in Stamford,
Connecticut)…
Greenwich could charge Downtown landlords and
business owners an additional tax for streetscape improvements, street
cleaning, snow plowing, sidewalk cleaning, and special events.”
2. The POCD states on page 28, “4.3. ‘It should address… and the possible
creation of a Special Services District.”

DDB5
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Member Voting Record
For each of the previous thirty-four Recommendations the summary final vote
was included in the Recommendation. Details of the final votes are shown below
and continue on the following pages. A chart of the overall voting record by
Committee Member is highlighted at Appendix 4.

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

1

2

3

CBD Map Addendum Defining the CBD
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Architectural Review Bulk and Scale
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Greenwich Ferry
Landing and
Waterfront Walk
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8

3

0
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

4

5

6

Outdoor Dining
in the CBD
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Retaining Character
Greenwich Ave
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Retaining
Neighborhood
Character in the CGB
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8

1

0

10

0

0

11

0

0

Member Voting Record

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

9

7

8

Standardization of
Signage
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Street Furniture
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10

0

0
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2

1

Yes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

Trees
No
-

Abs
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

10

11

12

Visible Building
Exteriors
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Wine & Beer
Distance
Requirements
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Exit 3 Entrance
and Exits
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10

0

1

7

6

0

11

0

0

Member Voting Record

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

13

14

15

Green Space in the
CBD
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Greenwich Common
Overview
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Parking - Horseneck,
Island Beach and
Soundview
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10

0

0
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

16

17

18

Roger Sherman
Baldwin Park
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Bicycle Racks
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

Bollards
Yes No Abs
1

11

0

0

9

0

1
1
1
-

-

-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1

0

10

0

0

Member Voting Record
19

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

Bulb-Outs
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

2

0
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21

Bus Shelters
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

Coordinated
Transportation
Information
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7

2

0

10

0
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

22

23

24

Decorative Street
Lights
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Overhead
Utility Wires
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Pedestrian Network
Plan
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12

0

0

9

0

1

10

0

0

Member Voting Record

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

25

26

27

Road Medians
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sidewalks and
Crosswalks
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Through Block
Pedestrian Corridors
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

0

1

12
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli

28

29

30

Havemeyer Building
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Repurposing of
Buildings
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Senior Space in
the CBD
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total

6

3

1

7

3

0

10

0

0

Member Voting Record

Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

31

32

33

Town of Greenwich
Parks & Recreation
Buildings
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Greenwich Common
Toilet
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Public-Private
Partnerships
Yes
No
Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

11

0

0
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Committee Member
Baker
Betteridge
BOE (Bodson)
Brennan-Glavin
COC (Morrison/Weber/O'Kane)
Geiss-Robbins
Hull
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh
Moffly
Smith
Sutton
Tarkington
Tesei/Anderson
Zarrilli
Total

34

35

36

Special Services
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Island Beach &
Horseneck Parking
Lots
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Greenwich Common
Parking
Yes No Abs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

0

0

4

5

Appendices
The Appendices begin on the following page.
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1

4

5

1

Yes
3
0
0
30
22
20
35
27
19
32
28
35
2
24
16
25

Totals
No Abs Total
0 0
3
0 0
0
0 0
0
3 0 33
2 0 24
8 0 28
1 0 36
0 0 27
1 0 20
2 0 34
1 0 29
1 0 36
1 0
3
8 0 32
2 10 28
8 0 33

318

38

10 366

Appendix 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

First Selectman Tesei, Peter / Anderson, Dustin
Baker, Lisa
Betteridge, Terry
M. Bodson/TBD
Brennan-Glavin, Ellen
Geiss-Robbins, J Suzanne
Hull, Mary G.
Jackson, Lori
Landsman, Donald
Marsh, Jane
Moffly, Jack
Okane, Marcia /Weber, Jeff /Morrison, Mary Ann
Smith, Heidi, Chair
Sutton, Peter
Tarkington, Leslie
Zarrilli, Carol

17 Maitland, Richard
18 Marchese, Paul
19 TBD/Not Assigned
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Heller, Donald
Berry, Capt./Brown, Capt./Kordick, Capt.
Corry, Allen
Crary, Tom
Evans, Melissa/Michels, Jim
Fox, Diane
Siebert, Amy
Thompson, Dave

Key:
A = Voting
D = Designated Voting (Transferable)
P = P&Z Commissioner
T = Town Employee
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A
A
A
AD
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AD
A
A
A
A

Total
Meeting
Attendance

Designation

Name

Voting
Member

POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Total Meeting Attendance
March 2010 - November 2011

BOE

COA

COC
BM
BET

42
18
1
7
26
37
43
35
36
38
34
27
46
21
36
43

Z
Z
NA

P&Z
P&Z
HDC

-

Z
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

P&Z
POL
PKG
SEL
DPW
P&Z
DPW
DPW

20
13
13
5
26
2
-

Z = P&Z Representatives
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Total Meeting Attendance
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Appendix 3
POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Member Biographies
Lisa Baker
Lisa has been a Greenwich resident for 12 years and lives in District 7.
She has been a member of the Junior League of Greenwich, and is
currently a volunteer facilitator at The Den for Grieving Kids in
Greenwich and a member of the American Heart Association’s GoRed
Corporate Leadership Council for Fairfield County. Lisa is a graduate of
The University of North Carolina and The University of California Berkeley. She works in Westchester and Fairfield Counties as an urban
planner and landscape architect for a planning and engineering firm that
specializes in repositioning obsolete development parcels and creating
public-private development partnerships. Lisa Baker was a POCD
Downtown Study Committee Member from 2010 through Summer 2011.
Michael Bodson
Michael Bodson was a POCD Downtown Study Committee Member from
2010 through January 2011.
Ellen Brennan-Galvin
Ellen Brennan-Galvin is a Senior Research Scholar at The Yale Climate &
Energy Institute. Her research focuses on a range of urban
environmental issues, primarily in developing countries. Prior to coming
to Yale, she was Chief of the Population Policy Section of the United
Nations Population Division, where she worked for 25 years. She has
conducted research on urban environmental issues and policies in more
than 20 developing country cities in Asia, Africa and Latin America and
is the author numerous case studies on mega-cities published by the
United Nations. In recent years, Dr. Brennan-Galvin served on the
National Academy of Science’s Committee on Population, as well as on
the Committee on the Geographic Foundation for Agenda 21.
Suzanne Geiss Robbins
Suzanne Geiss Robbins is an attorney at Law and a Certified Public
Accountant. She is currently semi-retired from her professions. Her
educational background included attendance at Baylor University School
of Business as well as graduation from The University of Texas School of
Law with a J.D. degree.
After graduating from Law School, she served as a Law Clerk to the Fifth
Circuit Federal Court of Appeals, then as a tax specialist at Peat Marwick
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Mitchell and Co. Suzanne’s legal experience included handling mergers
and acquisitions, SEC, tax and antitrust issues and a broad range of
corporate and business transactions as inside counsel and outside
counsel for a number of Fortune 100 business corporations.
Suzanne moved to Greenwich in 1981. She became so enchanted with
the beauty of the area that she became an active and vocal advocate in
her efforts to encourage the Town to assure better protections for the
lands and the open spaces of Greenwich. In furtherance of this effort,
Suzanne served as a member of and then Chairman of the Greenwich
Conservation Commission (1985-1992); on three of the First Selectman’s
Cos Cob Power Plant Committees (1984-1986); on the First Selectman’s
Special Committee on Grass Island (1988-1990), in the course of which
she participated in drafting the Grass Island Master Plan, then
subsequently adopted by the RTM and now included in the 2009 POCD;
she was also awarded the 1984 Annual Conservation Award by the
Greenwich Conservation Commission; Cited in the 1982 Greenwich Plan
of Conservation and Development as author of “Proposals of the Mianus
Valley Property Owners Association”.
Other Greenwich Community Activities Participated in by Suzanne have
been: Greenwich Symphony: Member of the Board (19831990);Greenwich Harbor Neighborhood Association: Member (1985present);The Bruce Museum, Inc.:Member of the Board and officer (19922003); Greenwich Point Preservation Association: Member of Board &
Treasurer (2003-2007); The Histortic Society of the Town of Greenwich;
Member; The Greenwich Land Trust: Member & Prospective Donor;
Greenwich Representative Town Meeting: District Two: Member &
Chairman (2004- 2011); Greenwich Republican Town Committee:
Member (2004-2011); Greenwich Bar Association: Member.
Mary G. Hull
Mary G. Hull has been a resident of Greenwich for more than 50 years
and has served on various boards and committee within the Greenwich
community. She has been the Executive Director of Greenwich Green &
Clean since 1987 as well as a board member of the Greenwich Tree
Conservancy, Greenwich Recycling Advisory Board, Friends of Greenwich
Point and Greenwich Point Conservancy just to name a few. Mary has
also received many awards for her civic service including the Lifetime
Achievement award from the Volunteer Center of Southwestern Fairfield
County, the Civic Leader Award from the Greenwich Chamber of
Commerce and the Spirit of Greenwich Award from the Greenwich
YWCA. Mary has been married 54 years to the same man and has 3
married children and 9 grandchildren.
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Lori Jackson
Lori Jackson has lived in Greenwich for 24 years and raised three
children who are now 25, 22, and 18. Lori has been a volunteer in many
different capacities including the Junior League of Greenwich (volunteer
and board member), the United Way (planning council, task force leader,
board member, Community Director and current Chairman of the United
Way Board), and the Commission on Aging (member and Chairman
2002).
Donald Landsman
Donald Landsman has lived in Greenwich for 45 years. He was member
of the RTM for 20 years and a general trouble maker for 40 years.
Jane Marsh
Jane has lived in Greenwich for over 35 years. Jane currently serves on
the Board of Trustees of the Greenwich Library where she chairs the
Community Relations Committee. Jane is currently Chairman of the
Board of Greenwich Green & Clean, a member of the Board of Greenwich
Adult Day Care, and a volunteer with the American Red Cross.
Previously, she held numerous positions with the Junior League of
Greenwich and was a volunteer at both the Brunswick School and
Greenwich Academy.
Jane works for the National Executive Service Corps, a not for profit
consulting firm, where she is Vice President of Executive Search.
Previously, she was associated with Heidrick & Struggles, one of the
world’s largest executive search firms. She also served as a Securities
Analyst in the Investment Research Department of The Bank of New
York.
Jane graduated from St. Lawrence University where she concentrated on
French and Economics.
Jack Moffly
As publisher of Greenwich magazine from 1987 through 2007 and as a
12 year member of the board of the Chamber of Commerce and former
Chairman Jack has been involved in and reported on civic and business
issues in Greenwich and our downtown business district in particular.
Starting in 2007, Jack continues to cover town affairs in the magazine’s
“From the Founders” page.
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Jack is a former member of RTM (District 5). He served as an alternate
on the Land Use Committee and spoke in strong support of adoption of
the 2009 POCD. Jack was an advisory member of the Downtown Census
Group attending over a year and a half each of its 16 meetings.
Currently, Jack serves on the GEMS Board of Directors, Friends of
Nathaniel Witherall, Family ReEntry, and Bruce Museum Marketing
Committee. Jack’s involvement in all things Greenwich included 12 year
Member of the Board of the Chamber of Commerce, the Chairman from
1999 – 2001, Board Member of the United Way Board and Chairman of
the 1997-98 the United Way Leadership Campaign, the Boys & Girls
Club, Greenwich Adult Day Care, Greenwich Historical Society,
Greenwich Green & Clean and Community Answers.
Marcia O’Kane
She has been a resident of Riverside, CT for over 25 years. Marcia has
been involved in volunteerism and the non-profit sector for most of her
life. She has an extensive background in fundraising, administration,
programming and management.
Marcia served as Director of Finance & Administration at Person-toPerson in Darien, CT and as Executive Director and President at
Stamford Senior Center.
She has served on several non-profit boards, including March of Dimes,
Arthritis Foundation and Women’s Business Development Center and
has held key fundraising roles for The Maritime Aquarium and CT Ballet.
She has been an active volunteer at Nathaniel Witherell and for Breast
Cancer Alliance. For nine years she served as a weekly volunteer for the
Department of Social Services Friendly Visitor Program in Greenwich.
She has been involved with Town of Greenwich Adult Continuing
Education as an instructor for over a decade.
Marcia O’Kane holds a B.A. degree from Niagara University where she
graduated cum laude. Her M.B.A. degree is from Boston University. Her
career spans the investment banking, commercial banking, wealth
management and middle market banking sectors.
Heidi B Smith - Chair
Heidi B. Smith is the COO and CFO of Camelot Management
Corporation, a registered investment advisor in Greenwich, CT which she
founded with her husband Scott in 1994. Camelot Management advises
two funds specializing in the information services industry. She has
worked as a Security Analyst at County NatWest Securities and as CFO
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at Orion Resources, an investment advisor in the oil services industry.
Heidi was also an auditor at Price Waterhouse.
Heidi has served on the Board of Trustees at the College of the Holy
Cross in Worcester, MA and and the Investment Committee of the College
of the Holy Cross. Heidi is a Trustee of the Garrett B. Smith Foundation
and on the Honorary Board for Kids in Crisis. She has also co-chaired
the Peterson Dinner, a Biannual Dinner for the Greenwich Library in
February 2006. Heidi was a Board Member of the Greenwich Center for
the Arts.
Heidi received her B.A. from the College of the Holy Cross and her CPA
certification in the state of Connecticut. Heidi has lived and worked in
Greenwich since 1991 with her husband Scott and two children.
Leslie Tarkington
Leslie Tarkington has served six years on the Board of Estimate and
Taxation, and has been elected to a fourth term. She is a member of the
BET Budget Committee, and has served as Chairman, Human Resources
Committee, as Clerk of the Board, and on the Audit Committee.
Her community involvement includes two years on the Nathaniel
Witherell Board of Directors and as Secretary, five years on the Northeast
Greenwich Association Board of Directors, and five years on the Air
Conservation Trust Board. She has been a resident of Greenwich for 39
years.
Her business and financial management experience includes the global
relationship group of Citibank and Ford Motor’s government contracts
division.
Carol Zarrilli
Carol is a lifelong resident of Greenwich and District 1. She has
firsthand experience of the changes and growth that have taken place in
Central Greenwich. Her interest in Town Government started in 19821983 with her first term on the RTM.
Subsequently, she served
intermittent terms until 1998 when elected to her consecutive years
of service to the present, being reelected to the RTM 2012-2013 term
representing her new District 9. She continues to own the family
homestead in District 1. Carol served numerous terms as the delegate
to the RTM Parks & Recreation Committee with two years as its Vice
Chair; has served as a President of the Central Greenwich Association.
She is a neighborhood preservationist and an advocate for preserving our
town’s quality of life for its residents and visitors.
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Voting Record - Final Votes
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Appendix 5
POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Summary of Meeting Topics (Minutes on Town Website)
2010-2011
March 1, 2010 (1)
Introduction
March 15, 2010 (2)
Geography – What Constitutes Downtown? Where are the entry points? Where are the
boundaries? Defining the perimeter and right outside the boundaries? Discussion on the
relationship between Greenwich Downtown and the neighboring.
March 29, 2010 (3)
Our Image – Within the community, regionally and nationally; who are we? Within the
community and from the outside, what brings someone to Downtown Greenwich?
Greenwich has evolved despite the choices that we did not ostensibly make? Do we want
to direct in the future? And can we? Functionality Survey
April 13, 2010 (4)
The Moving ‘Center’ – Business has moved south; the changing landscape;
Presenter – Diane Fox (P&Z): Planning & Zoning Primer
April 26, 2010 (5)
Presenter – Amy Siebert (DPW): Infrastructure
May 13, 2010 (6)
Presenter – Fifi Sheridan (HDC): Architecture – Historical context
May 25, 2010 (7)
Renovation Needs – Fire House, Old Town Hall, Havemeyer Building, Post Office (fed);
Presenter – Alan Monelli (DPW): Current Process and Procedure on Town-Owned
Buildings
June 2, 2010 (8)
Working Session – Review past topics and future directions
June 8, 2010 (9)

HBS
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Presenter – Sam Diebler (COA): Community Needs – The make-up of the population and
where do we prioritize the needs. How does that intersect with the vibrancy that we
would like to see in the Downtown? What encourages vitality?
June 22, 2010 (10)
Presenter – Matt Bernard (Bernard Realty): Retail in the CBD
September 1, 2010 (11)
Presenters - Diane Fox, Katie Blankley, Dan Clark (P&Z): P&Z Downtown Sq. Footage
Growth Potential Report
September 15, 2010 (12)
Presenter - Paul Pugliese (Architectural Review)
September 29, 2010 (13)
Presenter - Bruce Spaman (Tree Warden): Parks and Recreation in the Downtown
October 13, 2010 (14)
Presenters - (Merchant Roundtable) – The Economics of our Retail Businesses
Steven Fox, Ingrid McMenamin, Jenni Friedman, Michael Cary,Steven Fox, Carol Ann
Kelsey Smith, Ann Bret, Sonia Malloy, Callie Craumer & Ingrid McMenanim
October 27, 2010 (15)
Presenter - Joe Tranfo (Benedict Development Project): The Prospect of Development –
Potential Public Private Projects in the Downtown
November 3, 2010 (16)
Aesthetics – Trees, Benches, Walkways, Pedestrian Zones, Sanitation, Flower Beds, Park
Areas – Parks and Pocket Parks; Discussion on Potential Buildout in the Central Business
District – Diane Fox.
December 1, 2010 (17)
Recreational Needs & Connection to the Coastline
December 15, 2010 (18)
Presenter – Peter Berg - Census Questionnaire and Presentation
January 4, 2011

HBS
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CANCELED – SNOW DAY - CT Main Street NPR Audio Presentation
January 13, 2011 (19)
Presenter - Tom Heagney (Attorney): Presentation of Requested Changes in Wine and
Beer Licensing in the CBD
February 8, 2011 (20)
Structure and Implementation Subcommittee Report
February 23, 2011 (21)
Structure and Implementation Subcommittee; Recommendations.
March 1, 2011 (22)
Joint Meeting with Town Properties Committees – John Lucarelli - Chair
March 16, 2011 (23)
Working Sessions – Subcommittee reports on aesthetics; Recommendations
March 29, 2011 (24)
Working Session – Subcommittee reports on boundaries; Recommendations; Final Vote
on Beer and Wine Distance Requirement.
April 13, 2011 (25)
Presenter – Sam Deibler (COA): Census data regarding aging of Greenwich residents.
Recommendations.
April 26, 2011 (26)
Working Sessions – Discussion on Outdoor Dining; Recommendations.
May 11, 2011 (27)
Presenter - Dr. Sidney Freund, Superintendent of Schools; Discussion. Final Vote on
Outdoor Dining.

May 18, 2011 (28)

HBS
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Working Session – Recommendations, Final Vote on Visible Building Exteriors, Road
Medians.
June 1, 2011 (29)
Working Sessions –Recommendations
June 8, 2011 (30)
Joint meeting with Transportation Committee – Paul Settlemeyer, Chair
June 13, 2011 (31)
Working Sessions – Recommendations; Final Vote on Senior Center.
June 29, 2011 (32)
Working Session – Subcommittee report on Downtown Borders; Recommendations
July 21, 2011 (33)
Working Sessions – In Discussion: Decorative Street Lights & Boundaries.
Recommendations: Greenwich Commons;
August 17, 2011 (34)
Presenter - PJ Berg, Author of Recommendations to the First Selectman for its 2011
Master Plan; Presenter - Eric Rains – E. Rains Landscape Architecture
August 31, 2011 (35)
Adoption of new voting time table; Final Votes: Greenwich Commons, Pedestrian
Network, Scale & Bulk and Bulbouts
September 7, 2011 (36)
Working Sessions – Final Vote on Bulbouts, Bus Shelters, Bike Racks.
September 12, 2011 (37)
Working Sessions – Final Vote on Wayfinding Signage, Bollards, Overhead Utility Lines
& Pedestrian Corridors.
September 19, 2011 (38)

HBS
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Working Sessions - Votes: Havemeyer Building, Public-Private Partnership, South of
Metro-North, Roger Sherman Baldwin Park, Greenwich Parks & Recreation Building,
Greenwich Ferry Landing & Waterfront Walk, Bruce Museum Access, Island Beach &
Horseneck Parking Lots
September 26, 2011 (39)
Presenter – Diane Fox, Katie Blankley and Dan Clark (P&Z): Mason Street Buildout
Potential; Working Session – Final Vote on Street Furniture and Trees
October 3, 2011 (40)
Working Sessions - Discussion of P&Z Presentation; Final Vote Greenwich Common
Plaza and Decorative Street Lighting
October 12, 2011 (41)
Working Session – Final Vote on Havemeyer Building, Havemeyer Parking, Greenwich
Commons, Greenwich Commons Toilet, Pedestrian Network Plan and Scale & Bulk
October 17, 2011 (42)
Working Sessions – Final Vote on Borders & Boundaries, Coordinated Transportation,
October 17, 2011 (43)
Developer Discussion – Presenters Bob Coven and Ben Maher – Development in CBD
October 24, 2011 (44)
Working Session – Final Vote on Coordinated Transportation, Addendum to Downtown
Boundaries, Roger Sherman Baldwin Park, Town of Greenwich Parks & Recreation
Building, Entrance & Exit Ramp and Retaining Character Mason Street (CGB)
November 7, 2011 (45)
Working Session – Final Vote on Public Private Partnership, Havemeyer Building,
Greenwich Ferry Landing, Sidewalks and Crosswalks.
November 18, 2011 (46)
Working Session – Vote on Retaining Character on Greenwich Avenue CBGR,
Repurposing of Buildings, Green Space in the CBD, Special Services District,
Horseneck, Island Beach and Soundview Parking Lots

HBS
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Deliverable Process and Structure
(as adopted by the Downtown Study Committee, February 2011)

“Below is the process we will use to prepare our final report to be
submitted to the RTM, Planning and Zoning Commission and the BET
and hearings will be held to take input from the public as is defined in
POCD Action 4.3.
Our report will be made of individual recommendations that have been
approved by our committee by recorded vote.
Individual recommendations will be decided by a vote of those eligible to
vote*, who are attending the meeting or participating by conference call.
A simple majority of “yes” or “no” votes decides the issue. Votes will be
recorded. Abstentions will not be counted. Individual votes will be
recorded for all votes.
The recommendations will be developed and approved as follows:
At any meeting a member of the committee shall offer a recommendation
and the reasons for making it. It will be discussed and voted upon. If it is
approved the recommendation shall be sent to all members and then,
but not before one month, at the next meeting thereafter the
recommendation shall again be discussed and voted upon, and the vote
will be recorded. If the recommendation is approved it will become one of
our recommendations in our final report.
(Members who are offering recommendations are urged to inform the
committee members by e-mail of their recommendation prior to the
meeting at which the recommendation is to be made so as to give
members more time to consider the item and save time at the meeting)
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Greenwich Central Business District
Analysis of Retail & Service Mix as of July 1, 2010
As part of the Downtown Planning Committees work designated by the 2009 POCD, an
accounting of the current retail and service options in the Central Business District (CBD) was
developed. This effort was completed in part to understand the existing mix of retail and service
businesses, subtotals of various categories and to create a date-stamped summary for future
comparison. Many of our residents and visitors will comment on the existing mix and lament the
fact that the Town has too much of one retail/service component and not enough of another.
Rather than work from what we remember or where we personally frequent, this summary was
prepared to present a snapshot of the existing mix and its factual makeup.
This summary was initially prepared by street address within the CBD in an effort to capture
each and every commercial location regardless of existing use. Under this process over 479
locations were identified including retail and service store fronts, multi-tenant office buildings,
and municipal entities. For the purpose of retail and service analysis, the list was decreased by
the removal of municipal and federal entities and corporate/multi-tenant offices with no street
level retail. Further analysis may be developed to quantify services offered at these locations at a
later date.
With a focus on street level merchants, an identifier was used to label businesses into either a
product or service category. Although this division among product and service can be somewhat
arbitrary, it is important to review the overall mix from this perspective as the pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flow varies considerably for both. Using such criteria, each location was labeled
as a product or service based on its overall deliverable and frequency of visits.
Locations Tagged By Type
Category
Number
Percentage
Product Based
326
78%
Service Based
90
22%
Subtotal
416
100%
For each location, an identifier was assigned for characteristics such as relative location on
Greenwich Avenue or adjacent street, split level entry, upper and lower locations, etc. Each
retail location identified in the CBD was assigned a first level category description and second
level sub-category, if applicable. For example, the food and dining related category was further
broken down as to food product, bakery, wine & liquor, fast food, take out and sit-down dining.
Not all store types necessarily have sub-categories under this process. Store types such as
Jewelers would be categorized as Jewelers with no sub-category. On the other hand,
professional would include lawyers, accountants and other service industries but not realty,
which was separated out. In total 48 categories and 61 sub-categories were used in labeling.
Importantly, vacant (and/or empty) retail locations were identified and included in the analysis as
well.

HBS
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Since this snapshot was taken from an outside perspective – walking down the street and seeing
an empty storefront - it is important to remember that vacancies mean that there is no active
business at this location. In reality, the landlord could be collecting rent from a prior tenant and
waiting for the right opportunity. Also, it could easily be a transition time where new build outs
are being approved by local authorities. Vacancies simply mean that the store is currently nonoccupied. And since the number of product based businesses versus service based businesses is
4:1, it was decided that for this exercise, all vacancies were labeled as product based vacancies.
Category
Product Based
Vacancies
Subtotal

Number
326
37
363

Percentage
72%
8%
80%

Service Based

90

20%

453

100%

Total
Locations

*This exercise assumes vacancies will become product-based retail

Of the 326 product based locations and 37 empty stores shown above and identified in the CBD,
the following summary pie chart illustrates the existing mix of retail services. Components of
the Miscellaneous category below are comprised of categories with less than 4 locations of a
particular type to simplify the pie chart. A more detailed bar chart (Exhibit 1) which shows the
entire list of first level categories is attached at the end of this report.

HBS
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Central Business District
Product-Based Retail Mix

1%
1%
1%
1%

8%

10%

1%
1%
2%
2%
3%

21%

4%

12%

17%

Vacancies
Clothing
Dining & Food
Home Related
Personal Care
Jewelry
Recreation
Eyecare
Autocare
Photo
Dry Cleaners
Wine
News
Sports Related
Stationary
Miscellaneous

15%

* Based on total of 363 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)

Adding in the Service related businesses modifies the pie chart and highlights the number of
banks (26) and realtors (14) in the area. Note that the professional and miscellaneous categories
are once again a collection of a variety of business types with few locations in an effort to
provide a more simplified pie chart. Exhibit 1, a bar chart, highlights further details.

HBS
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Central Business District
Store Mix

3%

2%

8%

6%

9%

16%

6%
1%
1%
1%

13%

1%
1%
1%
3%

1%
1%

9%

12%

3%

Vacancies
Clothing
Dining & Food
Home Related
Personal Care
Jewelry
Recreation
Eyecare
Autocare
Photo
Dry Cleaners
Wine
News
Sports Related
Stationary
Misc Product Based
Professional
Bank
Realtors
Misc Service Based

* Based on total of 453 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)

In summary, this review presents the Central Business District in terms of its functionality and
quantifies its types of products and services in such a way as to highlight both concentrations
and/or diversity of locations in the area. Although the CBD is an ever changing canvas, this
snapshot will provide a factual starting point for the Downtown Planning Committee for current
discussion and future recommendations.

HBS
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Special Categories
Within the analysis, it is important to understand sub-categories within the larger, and wider, first
level description. For example, the 13% of locations in the Dining and Food category looks
quite different when one drills down further.
Table on Dining & Food Breakdown

Dining & Food Product

% of
Number Retail

Dining
American
Asian
Bakery
Bar
Coffee
Deli
Diner
French
Ice Cream
Indian
Irish
Italian
Mexican
Pizza
Seafood
Spanish
Subtotal Dining

7
8
1
1
2
1
3
5
2
1
1
4
1
1
2
2
42

2%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
9%

Food Product
Bagels
Bakery
Deli
Grocery
Health
Seafood
Subtotal Food

1
2
9
3
1
1
17

0%
0%
2%
1%
0%
0%
4%

% of
Dining

% of
Food
% of Dining &
Product Food Product

17%
19%
2%
2%
5%
2%
7%
12%
5%
2%
2%
10%
2%
2%
5%
5%
100%

12%
14%
2%
2%
3%
2%
5%
8%
3%
2%
2%
7%
2%
2%
3%
3%
71%

6%
12%
53%
18%
6%
6%
100%

Total Dining & Food
59
13%*
100%
100%
* Based on total of 453 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)

HBS
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Clothing also presents a unique situation where the categories can be developed as single use or
multi-use. Although many stores offer single user product, i.e., children’s stores, there are stores
on the Avenue that cater to both genders but for a specific age group. Such combinations are
defined as Mixed for the Table below.
Table on Clothing Breakdown

Clothing
Mixed
Women's
Men
Activewear
Children's
Consignment
Shoes
Accessories
Costumes

Number
14
38
0
6
6
4
3
2
1

% of
Retail
3%
8%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%

% of
Clothing
19%
51%
0%
8%
8%
5%
4%
3%
1%

Total Clothing
74
16%*
100%
* Based on total of 453 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
The same holds true for Home Related as well. The descriptions below highlight the variety of
sub categories under this main category.
Table on Home Related Breakdown

Home Related
Furnishings
Kitchen & Bath
Soft Goods
Art Galleries
Interior Design Services
Framing
Lighting
Decorative Accessories
Marble & Tile
Antiques
Consignment
Hardware

Number
13
8
8
5
5
4
4
2
2
1
1
1

% of
Retail
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

% of Home
Furnishings
24%
15%
15%
9%
9%
7%
7%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%

Totals
54
12%*
100%
* Based on total of 453 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Greenwich Central Business District
Analysis of Retail & Service Mix as of July 1, 2011
2011 Survey Introduction
In 2010, a physical survey of retail businesses in the Central Business District was conducted by
me, the Chair of the Downtown Planning Committee, and a dedicated support staff. This report
is an update of the initial survey.
The methodology and process for the 2011 survey was similar to the prior year. We started our
2011 survey from the existing 2010 list and confirmed, added or deleted accordingly based on
our physical inventory walk. Given a documented starting point, this led to a more efficient
process. It also provided a different perspective in analysis as we began to understand changes
in merchants, commercial space and the fluidity of a commercial district. Interestingly, our total
retail count increased as we identified a few more entities through a combination of second-floor
locations, adjacent street business locations and modifications in build outs. The additions to the
total this year highlighted the changes in build outs and uses. For example, what may have been
seen as one (larger) commercial footprint in 2010 was modified in 2011 to become two in 2011.
The reverse also held true as occasionally two previously distinct commercial spaces became one
space.
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Appendix 8

POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Greenwich Central Business District
Analysis of Retail & Service Mix as of July 1, 2011
As part of the Downtown Planning Committees work designated by the 2009 POCD, an
accounting of the current retail and service options in the Central Business District (CBD) was
developed. This effort was completed in part to understand the existing mix of retail and service
businesses, subtotals of various categories and to create a date-stamped summary for future
comparison. Many of our residents and visitors will comment on the existing mix and lament the
fact that the Town has too much of one retail/service component and not enough of another.
Rather than work from what we remember or where we personally frequent, this summary was
prepared to present a snapshot of the existing mix and its factual makeup.
This summary was initially prepared by street address within the CBD in an effort to capture
each and every commercial location regardless of existing use. Under this process over 510 (479
in 2010) locations were identified including retail and service store fronts, multi-tenant office
buildings, and municipal entities. For the purpose of retail and service analysis, the list was
decreased by the removal of municipal and federal entities and corporate/multi-tenant offices
with no street level retail. Further analysis may be developed to quantify services offered at
these locations at a later date.
With a focus on street level merchants, an identifier was used to label businesses into either a
product or service category. Although this division among product and service can be somewhat
arbitrary, it is important to review the overall mix from this perspective as the pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flow varies considerably for both. Using such criteria, each location was labeled
as a product or service type business based on its overall deliverable and frequency of visits.
Locations Tagged By Type
2010
Category
Product Based
Service Based
Total

2011

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

326
90

78%
22%

337
101

77%
23%

416

100%

438

100%

For each location, an identifier was assigned for characteristics such as relative location on
Greenwich Avenue or adjacent street, split level entry, upper and lower locations, etc. Each
retail location identified in the CBD and its surroundings was assigned a first level category
description and second level sub-category, if applicable. For example, the food and dining
related category was further broken down as to food product, bakery, wine & liquor, fast food,
take out and sit-down dining.
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Not all store types necessarily have sub-categories under this process. Store types such as
jewelers would be categorized as jewelers with no sub-category. On the other hand, professional
would include lawyers, accountants and other service industries but not realty, which was
separated out. In total 48 categories and 61 sub-categories were used in labeling. Importantly,
vacant (and/or empty) retail locations were identified and included in the analysis as well.
Since this snapshot was taken from an outside perspective – walking down the street and seeing
an empty storefront - it is important to remember that vacancies mean that there is no active
business at this location. In reality, the landlord could be collecting rent from a prior tenant and
waiting for the right opportunity. Also, it could easily be a transition time where new build outs
are being approved by local authorities. Vacancies simply mean that the store is currently nonoccupied. And since the number of product based businesses versus service based businesses is
4:1, it was decided that for this exercise, vacancies would be allocated 100% to product-based.
The margin of error if allocated based on a 4:1 ratio would be less than 2% difference on the
table below. However, we note that product based retail versus service based retail is probably
interchangeable at many locations and there is no scientific supporting data for this allocation.

Category
Product Based
Vacancies
Subtotal
Service Based
Total Locations

2010
Number
Percentage
326
72%
37
8%
363
80%

2011
Number
337
42
379

Percentage
70%
9%
79%

90

20%

101

21%

453

100%

480

100%

Of the 337 (326 in 2010) product based locations and 42 (37 in 2010) empty stores shown above
and identified in the CBD, the following summary pie chart illustrates the existing mix of retail
services. Components of the miscellaneous category below are comprised of categories with less
than 4 locations of a particular type to simplify the pie chart. A more detailed bar chart (Exhibit
1) which shows the entire list of first level categories is attached at the end of this report.
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Central Business District
Product-Based Retail Mix

1%
1%
1%
2%

9%

11%
Vacancies

2%

Clothing

1%

Dining & Food

1%

Home Related
Personal Care
Jewelry

2%
3%

21%

Recreation
Eyecare

3%

Autocare
Photo
Dry Cleaners
Wine

12%

News
Sports Related
Stationary
17%

Miscellaneous

13%

* Based on total of 379 retail stores (product plus vacancies)

Adding in the Service related businesses modifies the pie chart and highlights the number of
banks (23) and realtors (17) in the area. Note that the professional and miscellaneous categories
are once again a collection of a variety of business types with few locations in an effort to
provide a more simplified pie chart. Exhibit 1, a bar chart, highlights further details.
Central Business District
Store Mix

Vacancies
Clothing
Dining & Food
Home Related

4%

3%

Personal Care
9%

Jewelry

5%

Recreation
Eyecare

10%

17%

Autocare
Photo
Dry Cleaners

7%

Wine
News

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
3%

Sports Related
14%

Stationary
Misc Product Based
Professional

3%
9%

10%

Bank
Realtors
Misc Service Based

* Based on total of 480 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
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In summary, this review presents the Central Business District in terms of its functionality and
quantifies its types of products and services in such a way as to highlight both concentrations
and/or diversity of locations in the area. Although the CBD is an ever changing canvas, this
snapshot will provide a factual starting point for the Downtown Planning Committee for current
discussion and future recommendations.
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Special Categories
Within the analysis, it is important to understand sub-categories within the larger, and wider, first
level description. For example, the 14% of locations in retail in the Dining and Food category
looks quite different when one drills down further.
Table on Dining & Food Breakdown

Dining &
Food

Number

% of
Retail

% of
Dining

Dining
American
Asian
Bakery
Bar
Coffee
Deli
Diner
French
Ice Cream
Indian
Irish
Italian
Mexican
Pizza
Seafood
Spanish
Subtotal

6
9
1
1
2
1
3
5
2
1
2
7
1
2
2
2
47

1%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
10%

13%
19%
2%
2%
4%
2%
6%
11%
4%
2%
4%
15%
2%
4%
4%
4%
100%

Food
Bagels
Bakery
Candy
Deli
Grocery
Health
Seafood
Subtotal

1
3
1
9
3
1
1
19

0%
1%
0%
2%
1%
0%
0%
4%

Total

66

14%

100%

% of
Food

% of Dining
& Food

9%
14%
2%
2%
3%
2%
5%
8%
3%
2%
3%
11%
2%
3%
3%
3%
71%

5%
16%
5%
47%
16%
5%
5%
100%

2%
5%
2%
14%
5%
2%
2%
29%

100%

100%

* Based on total of 480 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
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Clothing also presents a unique situation where the categories can be developed as single use or
multi-use. Although many stores offer single user product, i.e., children’s stores, there are stores
on the Avenue that cater to both genders but for a specific age group. Such combinations are
defined as Mixed for the Table below.
Table on Clothing Breakdown

Clothing
Mixed
Women's
Men
Activewear
Children's
Consignment
Shoes
Accessories
Costumes
Total
Clothing

Number
14
41
0
7
7
5
4
2
1

% of
Retail
3%
9%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%

% of
Clothing
17%
51%
0%
9%
9%
6%
5%
2%
1%

81

17%

100%

* Based on total of 480 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
The same holds true for Home Related as well. The descriptions below highlight the variety of
sub categories under this main category.
Table on Home Related Breakdown
Home Related
Furnishings
Kitchen & Bath
Soft Goods
Art Galleries
Interior Design Services
Flooring
Lighting
Decorative Accessories
Marble & Tile
Antiques
Consignment
Hardware
Framing

Number
11
5
7
6
7
1
3
2
2
0
1
1
2

Totals

48

% of
Retail
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

% of Home
Furnishings
23%
10%
15%
13%
15%
2%
6%
4%
4%
0%
2%
2%
4%

10%

100%

* Based on total of 480 retail stores (product and services plus vacancies)
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
METHODOLOGY FOR THE GREENWICH AVENUE BUILD-OUT
This exercise provided a basic and approximate growth projection, in square feet of floor area, for the
future build-out of Greenwich Avenue. It generally identifies the existing overall commercial and
residential floor area as 1,489,460 square feet and projects an increase to 1,767,835 square feet under
the assumptions of the study. It further identifies existing residential floor area as approximately
405,238 square feet and projects an increase to 187,764 square feet based on the preservation of
existing building. The Study did not consider existing or proposed uses such as office space, retail
space, or number of restaurants and furthermore, the existing or future parking needs and/or
requirements under the Zoning Regulations were also not considered.
The Columns in the Table found in the Report were all generated based on data from the Town Of
Greenwich Geographic Information System (2008 layers):
Existing Commercial Floor Area:
Multiplied the building footprint by the number of existing stories up to two. If the building had a
third or fourth story it was assumed to be residential.
Existing Residential Floor Area:
If a building has 3 stories, the existing floor area was divided by 3. Assumption is that the 3rd floor is
residential. If a building has 4 floors the existing floor area was divided by 2. Assumption is that top
two floors are used for residential.
Total Existing Commercial and Residential Floor Area:
Multiplied the building footprint by the number of existing stories.
Possible Commercial and Residential Floor Area Assuming All Land were Vacant:
Each property was analyzed to determine which section of the Regulations applies assuming that the
property was vacant.
1. If a property is within the front and rear building lines, the lot size was multiplied by 3 because
there is no FAR within the front and rear building line. The majority of properties fell under this
category.
2. If a property was not between the front and rear building line it was given an FAR potential of 0.9,
which is only permitted if it is not office which was the assumption used.
3. If the front and rear building line split a property, the area outside was subject to 0.9 FAR and the
area within the front and rear was multiplied by 3
4. The following should be noted. Floor area was capped at 15,000 square foot because the
Regulations state that parking must be provided on site over 15,000 square feet and it was assumed
that properties could not provide any on site parking.
Possible Residential Floor Area Assuming All Land were Vacant:
The Possible Commercial and Residential Floor Area Assuming All Land were Vacant divided by 3
Possible Additional Residential Floor Area Assuming Existing Conditions:

If a property had one story, the potential floor area was determined by multiplying the existing
footprint by 2. If the property had 2 stories, the additional residential floor area is the building
footprint. There was no consideration as to whether the footprint could be expanded. For example, a
particular property could have a footprint of 1,800 but the expansion possibility could be 2,200. The
distribution of the 400 square foot differential was not analyzed. It could be commercial or residential.
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
METHODOLOGY FOR THE MASON STREET BUILD-OUT
This exercise provided a basic and approximate growth projection regarding whether the blocks along
Mason Street could increase their floor area and/or number of stories. The accompanying map shows
that Mason Street is broken down into 5 “blocks” including, 1)East PutnamAve - Lexington Ave,
2)Lexington Ave - Lewis St, 3)Lewis St - Elm St, Elm St - 4) Havemeyer Pl., and 5) Havemeyer Pl Railroad Avenue
The Mason Street study area is currently zoned CGB (Central Greenwich Business) with the exception
of four properties along East Putnam Avenue and seven properties behind Greenwich Avenue that are
zoned CGBR (Central Greenwich Business Retail).
The CGB zone is a mixed-use moderate density transition zone within Central Business District
separating the high intensity commercial uses of the Town’s prime retail and business area (the CGBR
zone) from the medium density residential and business zones that ring the Central Business District.
There are provisions in the Regulations that allow for properties in the CGB zone to be used
commercially, residentially, or both.
The Columns in the Table found in the Report were all generated based on data from the Town Of
Greenwich Geographic Information System (2008 layers):
Existing Total Commercial and Residential Floor Area:
Multiplied the building footprint by the number of existing stories.
Existing Commercial Floor Area:
Building footprint multiplied the number of stories used for commercial uses. If a property is used
residentially, a floor area of zero was used.
Total Allowable Floor Area Assuming All Land is Vacant:
The land area in square feet multiplied by the allowable Floor Area Ratio permitted in the zone.
Existing Floor Area if Existing Properties are capped at Maximum Floor Area Permitted:
Based on the data above, the existing commercial floor area permitted in the zone and the total existing
floor area are both known’s. If the existing commercial floor area exceeded the allowable permitted in
the zone it was cut off, or capped, at the allowable permitted otherwise the existing commercial floor
area was used.
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POCD Downtown Planning Committee
Recommendation Listing with Date Information
February 2011 - November 2011

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Code

Author

Title

HBS1
LJ1
LJ2
JDM1
HBS2
HBS3
DAC1
DAC1
DAC2
DAC4
HBS4
DAC5
LBB1
HBS5
HBS6
HBS7
HBS8
JDM2
MGH1
DDB1
LJ3
DL1
JDM3/HBS9
LJ4
JDM4/HBS10
DL1 (A)
DL3
DL4
SGR1
LJ5
HBS13
HBS14
HBS15
HBS16
HBS17
HBS18
DAC6
HBS11
HBS19
DDB2
DDB3
JDM5
DDB4
SGR2
DDB5
HBS20

Smith
Jackson
Jackson
Marsh
Smith
Smith
DAC
DAC/CA
DAC
DAC
Smith
DAC
Baker
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Marsh
Hull
DDB1
Jackson
Landsman
Marsh/Smith
Jackson
Marsh/Smith
Landsman
Landsman
Landsman
Geiss Robbins
Jackson
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Hull
Smith
Smith
DDB2
DDB3
Marsh
DDB4
Geiss Robbins
DDB5
Smith

Beer and Wine
Senior Ctr
BOE
Outdoor Dining
Visible Building Exteriors
Road Medians
Trees
Trees
Bulbouts
Greenwich Avenue Buildout
Bollards
Wayfinding Signage
Pedestrian Corridors
Overhead Utility Wires
Bus Shelters
Bicycle Racks
Decorative Street Lights
Pedestrian Network Plan
Street Furniture
Borders & Boundaries
Coordinated Transportation
Greenwich Common
Arch Review - Scale & Bulk
Havemeyer Building
Private Public Partnerships
Greenwich Common
Gr. Common - Parking
Gr. Common - Toilet
Truck Traffic Curbing
Havemeyer Building
S. of Railroad - Roger Sherman
S. of Railroad - Repurposing
S. of Railroad - Greenwich Ferry Lan
S. of Railroad - Entrance & Exit Ram
S. of Railroad - Bruce Access
S. of Railroad - Island Beach & Hors
Sidewalks & Crosswalks
Gr. Common Pedestrian Plaza
Mason Street Buildout
Amendment to Boundaries
Retaining Character Mason Street
Repurposing of Buildings
Retaining Character Greenwich Ave
Green Space in the CBD
Special Services District
Horseneck, Island Beach & Soundvi

Original
Committee
Dist VIA
Email
2/23/2011
3/16/2011
3/16/2011
3/29/2011
4/13/2011
4/13/2011
4/26/2011
5/11/2011
4/26/2011
4/26/2011
4/26/2011
4/26/2011
5/31/2011
6/13/2011
6/13/2011
6/13/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
7/8/2011
7/21/2011
8/2/2011
8/4/2011
8/14/2011
9/2/2011
9/2/2011
9/2/2011
9/7/2011
8/4/2011
9/14/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/30/2011
9/30/2011
10/19/2011
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
11/4/2011
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>

Meeting First Vote
Intro Date
Date

Final Vote
Date

2/23/2011
3/16/2011
3/16/2011
3/29/2011
4/13/2011
4/13/2011
4/26/2011
5/11/2011
5/18/2011
5/18/2011
6/1/2011
6/1/2011
6/1/2011
6/29/2011
6/15/2011
6/15/2011
6/29/2011
8/31/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
9/7/2011
7/21/2011
9/7/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
10/3/2011
10/3/2011
10/24/2011
10/24/2011
10/24/2011
11/7/2011
11/7/2011
11/7/2011
11/18/2011
11/18/2011

3/29/2011
Passed
6/15/2011
Passed
>>>>>>>
Closed
5/11/2011
Passed
5/18/2011
Passed
5/18/2011
Passed
>>>>>>> Amended
9/26/2011
Passed
9/7/2011
Passed
>>>>>>>
Closed
9/12/2011
Passed
9/12/2011
Passed
9/12/2011
Passed
9/12/2011
Passed
9/7/2011
Passed
9/7/2011
Passed
10/3/2011
Passed
10/12/2011
Passed
9/26/2011
Passed
10/17/2011
Passed
10/24/2011
Passed
>>>>>>> Amended
10/12/2011
Passed
>>>>>>>
Closed
10/24/2011
Passed
10/12/2011
Passed
10/12/2011
Closed
10/12/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Closed
11/7/2011
Passed
10/24/2011
Passed
10/24/2011
Passed
11/7/2011
Passed
10/24/2011
Passed
>>>>>>>
Closed
11/7/2011
Closed
11/7/2011
Passed
>>>>>>>
Closed
>>>>>>>
Closed
10/24/2011
Passed
10/24/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Passed
11/18/2011
Passed

DAC = Design & Aesthetics Subcommittee - Moffly, Marsh, Morrison, Hull, Brennen-Galvin, Corry,
DDB = Defining Downtown Boundaries - Zarrilli, Geiss-Robbins, Tarkington, Morrison, Fox
Page 1 of 1

2/23/2011
3/16/2011
3/16/2011
3/29/2011
4/13/2011
4/13/2011
5/11/2011
5/11/2011
5/18/2011
5/18/2011
6/1/2011
6/1/2011
6/1/2011
6/29/2011
6/15/2011
6/15/2011
6/29/2011
9/7/2011
6/29/2011
6/29/2011
9/7/2011
8/31/2011
9/7/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/12/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
9/19/2011
10/3/2011
10/3/2011
>>>>>>>>
10/24/2011
10/24/2011
11/7/2011
11/7/2011
11/7/2011
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>

Action
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Studies: Traffic, Improvements, and Space Utilization Studies
for Downtown Greenwich
October 1948 - Present
Date
1

Title

Prepared By

Some Thoughts Concerning
the Parking Problem in
Greenwich, Conn.
September Central Greenwich
1971
Development Study Plan

J.W. Cone, DPW
Commissioner

3

November
1975

4

April 1977 Transportation Plan for
Central Greenwich
February
New Town Hall Parking
1983
Facility Study Parking
Management and Usage
April 1985 Central Business District
South Parking Study
Greenwich, Connecticut (2
Books)
October
Mylroie Study for Downtown
1989
& Post Road
May 1992 Town of Greenwich 1992
Parking Facility Site /
Analysis-Lower Greenwich
Avenue (CBD) Area
Engineers, Inc.
December Greenwich Central Business
2002
District Traffic Management
Plan
April 2003 Town of Greenwich, CT
2002 Parking Study
October
Town of Greenwich, CT
2003
2002 Management and
Operations Parking Study

CE Maguire, Inc. in
cooperation with Connecticut
Dept. of Transportation &
Federal Highway
Administration' US Dept. of
Transportation
Raymond, Parish, Pine, &
Weiner, Inc.
Allan Davis Associates, Inc.

2

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

October
1948

Greenwich Topics, An
Areawide Traffic Study
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Diane G. Millstein, Director of
Development and Jeanne A.
Schaffer, Planning Assistant

Allan Davis Associates, Inc.

Cushman & Wakefield
Walker Parking Consultants

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin,
Inc.
Desman Associates
Desman Associates
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12

October
2003

13

December
2006

14

May 2007

15

November
2007
January
2008

16

17

March
2008

18

May 2009

19

20
21
22

Town of Greenwich, CT
2002 Supply/Demand
Parking Study
Inventory of Pedestrian
Safety Needs Town of
Greenwich CT
Space Utilization and
Parking Study of the
Greenwich Arts Center, 299
Greenwich Avenue
Downtown Consensus
Group Initial Report
Greenwich Senior Center –
Existing Conditions
Preliminary Building
Assessment
Greenwich Senior Center
Best Practices Report

Board of Education –
District Administration
Office Study
May 2009 Greenwich Town Center
Master Plan-Greenwich
Avenue and the Greenwich
Town Green (Draft)
January
Final Recommendations for
2010
Sidewalk Review Criteria
April 2011 Greenwich Avenue Outdoor
Dining Study
May 2011 Downtown Greenwich, CT –
Recommendations to the
First Selectman’s Downtown
Committee for its 2011
Master Plan
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Desman Associates
Selectman's Pedestrian Safety
Committee
Greenwich Center for the Arts

Downtown Consensus Group
Perkins Eastman

Junior League of Greenwich,
Senior Task Force Research
Report
The Geddis Partnership
Peter Gisolfi Associates

First Selectman’s Pedestrian
Safety Advisory Committee
Planning & Zoning
Peter (PJ) Berg – Graduate
Student at the Woodrow
Wilson School, Princeton
University, Land Use Policy &
Planning Class
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